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EASIWIRE

Construct your electronic circuits the new, quick and easy-{o-learn

way, WFHbUT solder: with Circuigraph Easiwire f rom BICC-VERO

With Easiwire all you do is wind the circuit wire tightly around the

component pins. No soldering, no chemicals, no extras, simplicity

itseti Circuiis can be changed easily, and components re-used'

separatel,y too.

To take advantage of the special introductory offer, complete the

coupon on the rignt and send it to:

I

I

I

I

I

I

l

I

I

l

I

Please rush me ....., ......Easiwire kits, retail price f 18.-;

special introductory offer t15.-. (includes p & p and VAT).

I enclose cheque/postal order for...'......'.., made payable to

::,:,"'.T: :;:l",i""'""J1",1,,"*,, trt
Card Number .....................

Expiry Date

Name .....,....

Address

Signature

or phone 0489288774 now with your credit card number
(24-hour answerin g service).

BICC.VERO El-ECTRONICS LtMITED,
Flanders Road,
Hedge End,
Southampton, SO3 3LG

VERO
ELECTRONICS

-Ll|'. +
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TTL - The Next
Generation
Alan Trevennor boldly goes
where noone has gone before to
seek out the latest TTL chips
which can make life easier and
save you a bundle
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BBC DIY PCB
Malcolm Brown lets his BBC
micro do all the work thanks to
an ingenious autorouting PCB
design program from Pineapple
Software
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BrouEht To
Light
Mike Barwise turns the atten-
tions of Chip In to opto-
electronics with a look at LEDs,
photodiodes and fibre optics

70
Op-amps
Paul Chappell's Circuit Theory
continues to study the humbie
op-amp and finds a use for a
myriad different configurations
for this useful circuit element
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Paul Wilson has found a can of
beans the perfect protection for
your home. Remove the heavy
metal from your pocket with
this ingenious ETI first
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Top N otch
I mproverments
John Linsley Hood has tweaked
his February 1987 FM tuner
stereo decoder design to give
even berter quality, confirming
position at the top of the hi-fi
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You Ta[<e
Paul Chappell continues to
build his heart and breath rate
meter.
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fandy has taken everyone by
t surprise by announcing the

successful development of a record
and erase compact disc system.

Entitled'THOR-CD, (Tandy
High-intensity Optical Recordingj,
the first machines will be available
in the US at the end of 1989 for
around $500, with the price
expected to fall still further as
development continues. There will
be only a minimal delay getting
them onto the UK market through
Tandy and other licensed outleti.

This is no WORM system, the
discs are fully or partly erasable
with no deterioration (erasing
simply returns the dye polymertype
media to its originalstate). The pits,
formed thermally by laser, are
structurally dillerent but optically
identical to the pits on a conven-
tional CD. This gives complete
compatibility - THOR recordings
are playable on existing CD
players.

Tandy THOR-CD is concentrat-
ing the initial launch on the CD
audio market where it should
recelve a rapturous reception since
it offers all the facilities of DAT plus
fast access times, a lower price and
the major advantage that present
CD owners simply upgrade to
THOR-CD without rendering their
existing CD collections redundant.

The copy protect question that
recording
qually to
Japanese

companies are shortly to hold a

convention that will discuss copy
protection on DAT and reach an
agreement to bind all involved
companles.

Tandy THOR says it will not con-
sider itself bound by such an agree-
ment and has yet to reach its own
decision.

Tandy intends to licence the
THOR technique to other hard-
ware manufacturers while con-
tinuing development into both CD
audio and CD-ROM. It claims
strong interest to be coming from
several major companies.

Philips denies any plans to use
the THOR system, to work with or
license from Tandy. It is developing
its own record,f erase system, but
will be applying it principally to CD-
ROM and business applications.

Sony points out that Tandy
cannot even use the words 'com-
pact disc' without license from itself
and Philips. Both companies doubt
Tandy's ability to invent such a
system "massively ahead" of their
own development, pointing out the
help the announcement has given
to Tandy's share price.

Sony also made it quite clear that
as soon as Tandy machines hit the
marketplace, Sony would be able to
match the technology overnight.

For more (but certainly not full)
details on THOR, contact Tandy
UK, Leamore Lane, Walsall WS2
7PS. Tel: (0922) 710000. Tandy
THOR-CD is based in Fori Worth,
Texas on 0101 (817) 390-3693.

pxclusive to ETI readers, the
I-audio module making KIA
Electronics is giving away presents
agaln.

The freebies are destined to con-
tinue into next year, with each offer
supported by a datapack of
specifications.

This month's free gift is a wide
ranging colleciion of 40 capacitors.
To get them just clip the coupon in
the Classified section and send it
with a 50p coin for post and packing
to: KIA, 8 Cunliffe Road, Ilkley
LS29 9DZ.

f ollowing the white paper detail-
I ing the plans for electricity
privatisation a new private genera"
tlon company, Thames Power, has
been announced.

Thg carnpany is to be set up
jointlY by Taylor Woodrew {the
construction group), Balfour
Beatty, BICC and Schroders (the
merchant bank).

The company plans power
stations to be built from scratch
rather than refurbished from ex-
CEGB stations. The first is to be a
1000MW station at Barking, using
low.speed gas turbines.

pepairs and calibration of any-
flrnrng from an Avometer to a
40GHz microwave so!.rrce can be
carried out by MSL of Hitchin.

Most of MSL's time is spent
calibrating and upgrading mega-
bucks hardware for the likes of
Plessey, the MoD and the armed
forces but the company is more
than happy to take in small jobs
from individuals and growing
businesses.

The cost of the job obviously
depends on the amount of work to
be done * MSL can quote before
they repair - but calibration of an
Avo would normally cost about
t18.

Meanwhile upstaits at MSL,
some rather more sensitive testing
is proceeding.

Screening VDUs against EM
emissions which can be received
and read at some distance is an

enormously exp€nsive task. The
Tempest test rjgs (see photo) sup-
plied by MSL's 'Secure Systems'
division can scan an €normous
frequency range and iock onto ang
intetesting emissions in the area.

The units are designed to check
that your own equipment is
sufficiently protected and the 40 or
so Tempest rigs presently at large
were supplied to the MoD (in
Cheltenham but we're not allewed
to say exactlg wh€re . ..).

MSL is anticipating an imminent
mushrooming of interest in
Tempest as commercial companieS
(particuiarb in the city) realise just
how safe their own * and their
competitors' * classified informa-
tion really is.

For more information on calibra-
tion or Tempest contact MSL
Calibration, Wilbury Way, Hitchin,
Herts SG4 0TA, T eI: (0462) 4ZIZSL.

RadioData System

f /olvo is the first manufacturer
Y offering a car radio system ro

use RUS (the Radio Data System).
RDS enables the Volvo SR701
radio to identifu the time, the
station and the altemative fre.
quencies broadcasting that station.

If the present signal degrades
below a preset Jevel, the radio
searches for a better signal and
switches automatically thus
ensuring consistent reception
through local disturbances (hills
and built-up areas) and long-
distance hauls (national frequency
variations),

The radio can also latch onto
local radio iraffic flashes and
interrupt anythjng else (national
radio or a tape player) to give thg
drivei regular locai travel
information.

The Voluo radio doesn't exp.loit
RDS to the full - it doesn,t con-
tinuously monitor the aiternative
frequencies looking for a better
signal for instance, it only searches
when the present signal becomes
unacceptable.

A double headed receiver would
be rnore effective and would also
avoid the audible switching that
occurs as the SR701 searches.

A furiher RDS faciliiy not used
by Voivo (and not yei broadcast) is
the programme ryping system
(PTY) where an RDS radio can.
scan the VHF oancj iooking for
broadcasts of a c erra:n :yoe - jazz,
MOR, news and so on. As soon as
radios using rhis fac:iiry become
available, the BBC e.ii adci a PTy
code to the BDS ia:as;ream

RDS trars*:s c3:a sn a 57kHz
subcarrier acier :: ::e =J:: rrans-
mrssron aI sc:r:?

The Vol,.,c Siil- :c,.:s 1595,
u,hich js 3ra::, €:\:=::::.e. er;en for
a high soec :a::. {:.--eugh the
future ci .RD,i *. z._.:-::c |.; ihe
mnjcf saai:!:."=- :-- ::_e BBC,
a^r. '-.? : .{ej; tO
I6,*.a - .: .- -- ' :- : -:= :2, and
:aa i: €:i at:- .--_- a: a-_

C::-=-: : .: 3, :e park,

l'1=:-'' >-- -':- '= '-rr.u)
L;"
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t 56 miles, the new fibre oPtic
link from mainland Britain to

the Isle of Man is the longest
unboosted fibre link in EuroPe and
probably the world.

But it will hold the record for
mere months - BT has alreadY laid

a link due for oPeration in the late
summer between HolYhead and

Portmarnock in Eire - an un-

reoenerated 80 miles.
-Both 

links operate at l4OMbits/s
with six pairs of fibres caPable of
handting 12000 simultaneous
phone calls. Dist
(DFB) sinsle line
narrow sPectral

t tob€
and

vable

without submarine boosters.
STC has put the sYstem together

and is now Planning a still longer
link from Southern England to the
Channel Islands (83 miles).

Out in the rest of the world, STC
is linking Barcelona to Majorca,
Siemens has linked Europe to Asia
by running fibre optics along the
mile wide bridge spanning the
Bosphorus in Turkey, and Cable
and Wireless is inviting tenders to
link the United States to JaPan in
co-operation with PTC of the US
and IDC of Japan.

Back home, some 19000 miles of
optical fibre is already installed
under Central London making it
the most advanced local network
system in the world. A further
19000 miles is to be laid to complete
the network which will eventuallY
stretch from Euston to Covent
Garden, London Bridge and
Wapping.

Further information from BT on
01-355 5369, STC on 01-858 3291

and Cable & Wireless on 0l-242
M33.

,T.h ircuit simula-

t ; BBC micros
has b to run on the

Archimedes.
Miteyspice simulates both AC

and DC and handles comPlex
circuits with all standard com-
ponents up to such things as multi-

winding transformers.
A plotting routine can disPlaY the

behaviour of 25 Parameters.
The program costs €119 (same

price for Archimedes or BBC)'
Contact: Those Engineers, 106a

Fortune Green Road, London
NW6 lDS. Tel:07'435 2771.

Protests lrom the Electronic 0578'

f,reefrom
I - 

48.page
catalogue. It
nical data on active interface units,
relays, connectors, enctcures and

accessones.
Contact KIiPPon Electricals,

Power Station Road, Sheerness,
11sn1 ME12 3AB. Tel: (0793)

58@99.
Imhof has a colour S2-Page cata-

logue covering its range of racks
and consoles. Free from Imho{,
Ashley Works, AshleY Road,
Uxbridge, Middtesex.

Not free is the new RaPid Elec-

tronics ComPonents Catalogue out
this month, available fsr 81.25 from

Rapid, Hill Farm Ind. Estate,
Colchester CO4 5RD' Tel: (0206)

272730.

C pectrum owners can now ,ioin

Dir," computer-aided PCB
design fraternitY with a new
package Irom Kemsoft.- 

PCB Designer runs on the 48K
(or greater) machin€ and f€atures
alt the basic copy, rotate and block
move functions, Plus a good sized
library of pads, busses, edge con'
nectots and so on.

The program is available on taPe'
microdrive, 3l2io or S%in disc
format but you will needan Epson
or compatible printer and intetface
to get hardcoPY outPut.

PCB Designer is reasonablY
priced at 819.95 including post and
packing from Kemsoft, TheWood-
lands, Kempsey, Worcester WR5
3NB. Tel: (0905) 821088,

Wrlln'e,:::'?*ff::l
vices as standard to all subscribers.

The 6500 customers of the
central London cable network
select the Prestel option via a new
X25 gateway tink and are charged
on a pay-as-You'view basis at 7P a

minute. There will not be the usual

Prestel registration charges.
Viewers' present controlg are

numeric only so cannot fully exploit
the facilities available on Prestel but
IrVCT plans to introduce alPha-

numeric keypads at a laier date.
For more d€tails contact WCT

on 01-935 6699.

FFhe new 2308 interfacing unit
I from Black Star o{ Huntingdon

is a versatile little I/O device that
will connect to .iust about anY

computer with an RS232 Port.
analogue
tputs, e
ght relaY

also has a data logging memorY

with eight channels of 500 readings

each.
The unit is verY simPlY instructed

in ASCil strings, so that anY Pro-
qamming language can drive it'
The 2308 costs 8299'VAT from
Btack Star, 4 Harding WaY, Hunt-

ingflon, Cambs PE17 4WR' Tel:
(w) 62440.

The scrambled Belsian STV
I channel Filmnet can be

watched by British viewers with a
new decoder being marketed bY

Supersat of WolverhamPton.
British viewers are unable to

subscribe to Filmnet at Present
because the films are only licensed
for broadcast to mainland EuroPe
(similarly Premiere can r:nlY sell

subscriptions inside the UK).

Supersat is planning a similar
decoder for Premier broadcasts
which will enable viewers to side-

step the annual 070 subscriPtion
rates - so long as the scrambling
system isn't changed.

Both scramblers will retail at

around €90. For full details contact
Supersat, 32 TemPle Street,
Wolverhampton WV2 4AN. Tel:
(09021 773122.

A s intimated in October 1987's

laOpa Chonnel, British Air-
ways is introducing an aircraft-to-
ground public telePhone service
usinq the Inmarsat satellite system
witliBT providing ground facilities
at Goonhilly.

Racal has develoPed the high
gain blade antenna with an aerofoil
iection to reduce drag for wide
bodied airliners.

The Skyphone service will
operate initially on transatlantic
flights, with wallmounted cordless
phone units. On validation of a

credit (anything excePt M&S

armrest or seatback.
The problems of taking incoming

calls on a plane-based unit is solved

by a text pager displaying messages

to all passengers
The range of services BT and BA

are planning to provide on phone-in

lines include news, stock market
and currency changes, travel infor-
mation and (wait for it) cricket
scores!

Contact British AirwaYs, PO Box
10, Hounslow. Tel: 01-759 5511.
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fhe news that Brirain will after
I all be helping outwith Western

fhe UK component industry is
I too insular and too small to

survive, concludes an industry
overview liom Key Note Reports,

In 1987the UK andworldmarket
in components revived from the
slump of the previous two years.
Prices strengfhened and sales
expanded. Now the industry is
expecting steadg but not dramatic
growth for the rest of the decade.

In Europe companies are
collaboratirrg and merging in a
realistic attempt to fight back
against the competition from Japan
and the USA.

However, mixed with this

optimism is a strong apprehension
that the European industry is still
very much under threat and that
the revival (as exemplified by
Philips, Siemens, SGS and plessey)
may be too late.

The recoverlr came as
companies realised that US and
Japanese chip manufacturers
would invariably supply their own

the UK both PlesseyandSTCbank
on iheir s€rniconductor expertise
to keep them ahead in their main-

sfream business.
The formation of GpT on toD of

the Plessey takeover of Ferranti,s
semiconductor operations demon-
strated the way that restructuriflg
will have to take place, and
cooperation with the continenf
must be the next step. At the GpT
launch at the end of March Boger
Boardman, External Affairs
Director, Stressed that in the next
few years European markets will
become fused into one, and that
GPT is, above all, an international
cornpany-

Other organisations are crying
out for d1e Government to assist
the industry, p
resqarch and

which it says "Britain's world
posiiion as a majorindustrial nation
i$ under threat." None of its
proposals were implemented in the
March budget.

A recent report from the DTI,
ptoduced in collaboratiorr with a
number of major UK companies,
advocates a E22Sm per year
bovernment programme to en-
hance the competitiveness of
Britain s semi-conductor industry.
It proposes spreading R&D costs
arrlong users and manufacturers.

Critics of ihe report such as Iann
Barron of Inmos argue that such
funding must be rnore seJective and
should favour the market leaders.

Arother report, from the SRI,
stresses that R&D (whosever it is)
must be performed properly.
About 50% of all R&D faiis, it
claims, because of inadequate
information, unrealistic targets and
hopeless technology transfer (get-
ting R&D results into production).
Cross fertilisation of reseatch
teams is vital, it says, while main.
taining secrecy from outsiders.

That cross fertilisation will have
to come from the rest of Europe.

The Key Note Report costs f105
rrom Key Note, 28-42 Banner
Street. London ECly 8DE. The
EEA report Industrial Grouth is
availabie irom EEA, 8 Le.icester
Street. London WC2H 7BN. The

uality in rB&D is pub-
Menlo park House, 4
Road, Croydon CRO

5TT The DTI report A National
Pian lor Silicon Microelectronics
from HMSO, 49 High Holborn,

Europels Columbus spaie project
is a $eat reliel to just about
euerS/one.

Not that our coritribution is
particularly g€oerous (less than a
quartor that of ltaly, a sixth that of
Germany
Nor is it i
ongl split of the up ard coming
unified Europe.

Britain's contribution will be
alhmst entir6lg used for construct-
ing the commercially useful polar-
orbiting platform - handy for
spotting mineral deposits and

well as dropping
r in the lap of

However, the lons delay and
apparent U-turn in confirming our
commitment to Columbus will un-
doubtedly lead other countries to
regard Britain as an unreliable
partner in such ventures, especially
wherc Govemment approval anj
funds are involved.

. Canada must be leeling more
than a little miffed at orr ii.dden
withdrawal from ,its Radarsat
project .* we had planned some
8100m of investment (with signifi-
cant business corning to British
firms), The Canadian Science and

inistry say they are
by our withdrawal.

You bet they are.
The Government's originai

objection to the Cotumbus project
was the European Space Agency,s
alleged inefficiency, coupled with
doubts regarding the commercial
benefits of investment in space. No
doubt Britain's hesitation has
helped tighten up the ESA's work-
ings, but the Govemment should
recognise the long term benefits oI
such research and of involvement
with Europe-

Some things cannot be done
alone, and space investment is one
of them. This decision should not
have been such a close call.

Software Tools 88 - June l4-ldth
Wembley Conference & Exhibition Centre, London. Contact OnlineIntemational on 01-868 uK66.

bile Ra
School, yorkshire. Contact Denby
dio Soc 5.
June 2

Wembley Exhibition & Conference Centre, London Contact OnlineIntemational on 01-868 21466.

ijl"3," Switching Systems And Networks _ June Zl-23rd
IEE, London. C onference on telephone exchange technology. Contact IEEon 07-240 7871.

n - June 22-26th
6680.

N_ational Liberal Club, London. Contact Unicom Seminars on (0g95)
56484.

e Links: Systems and Technology _ June 29_30th
n Hotel, London. Contact ERA Seminars and Exhibitions on
1.

Computer Recruitment Fair - July l-2nd
l1n!o, Rooms, London. Contact Intro Ltd on (0491) 6g1010.
IEE Vacation School On Local Telecommuni.uiioo" Network _
July 10-15th
Aston University, Birmingham. Contact IEE on 01_240 1g71.
Image Processing And Its Applications - July lg-2Oth
University of Warwick. Conference organised Uv tie lEE. Contact IEE on
07-240 7871
Alvey Vision Conference - tember 2nd
Manchester University. Confer deJ *ort in computer
vision and-image recognition. Coni (O2SS) MS}4O.
Compar 88 - September l0-l6th
Manchester. Contact British Computer Society on 07-637 O47l
Plasa Light And Sound Show - Septembe-r ii-iatf,
Olympia, London. Contact the professionut iis[tins And SounC
Association on (0323) 646905.
European Conference On Optical Communication _ Septemb€r
11- 1sth
Bri-qhton Centre, Brighton. Contact IEE o: 0-,2r._
COMEX 88 - September t&t5tlr
Sandown Exhibition Cen:e. S::g-
5656 I London WC1.
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.fl

complete your project. All components sup-
piied are rb full sp6c. and are not seconds or

surplus stock. t;
tiiiisili;::"rullJf,?ii,\?1.'1l;lo' 

* * * ffii""i a, oo * Badial electrolytics 1 uf -

Pack C:30 x Polyester capacitors a or
0.0i uf - 1uI 14'50

Pack D: Presets 1k-1M 83 00

iiii e' 14, 16 pin rz.qq
Pacf F: DS c1'75

Pacf G: LEDs t2 00

'7 5op* & sAE
for CATALOGUE

(AUTUMN 1987)
*refundable with lirst order
RiNG (Ot) 567 89tO - 24.HRS.

wirh 16 logic
@Sutr(G15V)which
cirditry (rel!y3, triaca,
con b€ ussd lo twhc

MK12 lH Redvs (incl. tnn3fomd

Iiil
'." 86'55
r......... f2.60

way), d€pcnding m thr numbor ol ilQut! to
bo used.

Good q$[iy roolr xlGt.d to ofllr qtatlrdtE
v*r ld lffity.

AC Volls;
DC Volts:
lc crrent: OA\2%l
rjc crrrint, oA (1 5%l
Ajsistance (1 %)
Coninuity s .. f33'oo

ilr"*j

Powerlul cordless iron complete with
table-top,/wall-mounting charging
bracket, Reaches soldering temperature
in 1O seconds lncludes lamP which
liohrs when solderinq. Comes with
m-ains charoinq unit anA 1 2V car battery
adaptor. - - SpecialOfferflS.95

oLtOooK This value-for-money 4-way chaser

features bi-dlrectional sequence and dimming
1kW per channel ....... . .. .... . .. e10.25

OLZIO{,OK - A lowe coat uni-directional version

of lhe above zero switching to roduce

interference f10.60
DLA/1 (for DL & DLZ1000K) Option
allowing audio'beat'/light response
OL3ooOK - 3-channel sound to ligh
zero vollage switching, automatic level control
andbuiltsi; microphone lkwperchannelcl5'60

TtE Ol.80@l( ir .n 8-way sq@rc{ kh whh buih

fftr lryd fte PCB :6@10,.l rnd roqui..r dly
r bor md 6 @t.d knob to cmpl6t€. olhar
ldute. includo mmud mquorc6 .pood ldil't-
mnt, do volbge twitching tfo mimk lamp'
lnd t4nd lo lig]I LED rnd . 3oo W dtput p€r

chanml
And tho b@r tting .bou ir i. lho Fice

,on.'f,,31.50

your own burglar alarm and save

All parts available seParatelY

950 120 Stair Pressure Mat 1.70

'950 
'125 Floor Mat 29x16 ins 2'60
130 External bell box - an ideal

deterrent on its own!
950 130 Xenon Beacon (12v)

950 140 Flush door/window contacts
950 143 Surface mounting contacts
960 160 Alarm Control Unit
950 162 Alarm Control Unil

Separate entry and exit alarm delays.2
zoie ooeration complies with BS
4797 Price f39'95

170 DOOR PHONE
attractively styled 2 station mains

bells, peisonal alarms elc

handset type door Phone
ino conversatton with visitors without
no- the door. Free standinq or wall

, connections to a I volt batterY for
Electric doorlock release button

sed with our 701150 lock
ism lvory and Fawn body

t27.95

\...,^-'/ ffitffi*H,ffifi";
I a \\ at-a vcr*6lo heqmY of

zi.#\\ I ro t5lts tlis kir rlp
-'ll.J -irctuaasci.cdrrYrotfilF

xKl24 STROBOSCOPE KIT ...' f13.7s

s:trObir tto!
Supply

This kit contains a Single
Chip NI

display
to prod
ol weig
Lbs. ln
wheel (pattern Provided) is
made to rotate when a

Scales A linear version ot the toothed
wheel could also be used Other uses
include upldown counters A low cost
dioital ruler could be made by usrng a wheel
wiih the correcl tooth to diameter ratio.

Baseo on lne luL
7126 and a 3',/digil
liquid cryslal dis-

drortal multlmerer @
i^Xi,-. r.* "aa;ti""al resistors and switches

ied) or a sensitive
59o6 1s +t50oC)
as a sensiiivity of
reading automaticreading automatlc

oolaritv and overload indication' 
-T-Ypical

SIiieiV riG ot i vears tPPal f17'oo

llit Xit ha

E di F#cl
ol op?ilim
A ocrin m
is incfudrd,

Girqlit! wilh
sflao.
oRDER NO XK118 ............ c1s'00

6i-zN+t +' tc, kit i ncl udes
PCB, wound aerial and crYstal
earoiece and all comPonents to
mai<e a sensitive miniature radio.
Size:55x2.7x2cms
Requires PP3 9V batterY.
IDEAL FOR BEGINNEBS

FREE P&P on orders o
75o + VAT. Oversea

d6.50. Send chequ
with order.

TOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELC-OME--6ooDs 6y REIURN suarEcr ro AvAluABlLtw

D6igned to con_
trol 4 outputs
indep€ndently
switching on and
ott at presenl
iimes over a 7-day
cycle. LED displaY
ol lime and day. ea

ard. ldard'. ld ng
ludino diflerent switlnq tlme for

Ba"ttery back-uP circuit'

U!o6 "buEl fire" tGlt
niqu6 to maintain iafr
poraturo lo within
O.E'C ldo.lioiphotog-
raphy, incubrto.l,

-WiE wlcmlklng, dc. Max

l@d 3kw (2/rcV ocl T.mp r.ngp up to gOC Size:
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

The Augusf ETI is out on Isf July lgBB

to brighten up
co-processor is
e Durant - a
werful develop-

3. -273C
4. 451.F

193"C
98.4'F

5.
6.

I

I

F
(o
o
N
lo
|o
(\
or\o

il
ool
ll
trr
E'

I

I

Simultane.ous 
.readings of internal and external tem_peratures with minimum and maxrmum rn".oiv-una displiyin Celsius or Fahrenheit.

DEGREES OF FREEDOM
wrNgNE Of qrx MAPLTN MrN/MAX

DIGITAL THERMOMEiETb'''
We've half a dozen digital min/max thermom
Ior grabs by six luckv readers

thisypti j:'JfilTl,ff,ff.il::,ffi::,.1'ff,",1,ff;:,:nl?,_T,::'E:i:l

:rn six correct 
".,tr,"1 

out or the eait;;;;;;i;rse pith helmet get

l-1fr" 
-.U"av i" q"*ti""

I pladburv's birnins-books
, 5O/o tin 4Oo/"lead

I The old ice
I b;ilish"t
I The old icr
, Gas Mark 5

' r. 32.F
I 2. lgg"c
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A couple of years ago I con-
/astructed the Frequency Meter
Module described in the April 1986

ETI. To calibrate the unit I built the
crystal and divider arrangement
shown then which used the 4060.

Your figure shows the 4060 with
outputs Q4 to Q14 with no Ql1and
this agrees with measurements
taken with the frequency meter.

Last year I was thumbing
through some data sheets from
Maplin and noticed that they
showed the 4060 with outputs from
Q3 to Q13 with no Q10.

I asked Maplin which pin con-
figuration was correct and they
replied (not surprisingly) that their
data sheet was accurate. I decided
to let the matter rest but Your
comment in Read/Write in April
regarding 'seething in silence'
prompted me to seek your views on
whether Mr Chappell or Maplin is
correct.

Maplin's 1988 catalogue con-
fuses the matter still further bY

agreeing with Mr Chappell and
disagreeing with their own data
(pase 353).

W. Lochead
Largs, Ayrshire

The situotion is that ETI ond
Maplin ore both right (or both
wrong depending on horu you
choose to look ot it). The 4060
contoins 14 flip-flops internally,
with outputs auailoble from FF4 to
FF14 missing out FF10. lf you
number the outputs occording to
which fliplop they come f rom then
you get whot Moplin put on their
dota sheet.

If you adopt the convention ol
Iobellins the outputs according to
the power ol 2 they represent, then
the lirst FF uould giue Q0, the
second Q1 ond so on. The
numbering logs one behind the flip-
Jlop number. This is how Paul
Choppell (ond nou Moplin) deriues
the output labels.

Ol,3,fffijfJlffi":::li
tofd I Ehould be somewhere else, I
found rnysell with ten se€otds
before the Naiional. Switching on a
portable TV I stitl had seven
secc1lds lelt to see the starting
priies and exciting line up of horses
for the off.' 

Alter loosenins rny shirt, tie and

cufflinks and seeing the on-course
bookies with their customised Jags

and Porsches, walkie talkies and
iadio phones, I reflected on the
technical revolution quietlY
happening ali around us.

Twenty y€ars ago I would have
swrtched on a thermonic valve tele-

vision, it would have taken about
four minutes to come on and I

wouldn't even have seen the start-

ing prices (b bet I

'*ould have Van
Heusen shirt).

Born into the daYs of the newlY

invented Mazda thermionic valve,
shaped like a 60 watt horrse bulb,
with roll-your'own PaP€r
capacitors the same size, it is

inctedible that all this is now done
with a micro-chiP and it has

happened in my lifetime.
I can't help but wonder rlhat

lvould have happaned if the silicon
chip had been invented instead ol
the valve. The answer would surelY

be a couple mor€ steps todaY into
totnorrow"s world with surface
mqunt rniniaturisation in ETI every
month, Alter all, how many articles
and advertisers in ETI todaY men'
tion valves, y€t whenl was 13 I built
s€veral valve amPlifiers for the
buddins school Beatles combo,
widr EX80/81 rectifiers, matched
pairs of ECL86 and a ECC83 Pre-
arnplifier mixer. Together naturally
with a bifilier-wound speaker trans'
former the size ol a teaPot.

Looking back at all the tBchnical
stages of innovation, the first
crystal, the valve, the germanium

lransistor, the switch to silieon
transistors and hence the silicon
microchip, it uould be interesting

chips will be the thermonic valves of
yesterdaY.

ETI readers will type their elec-
tronic components from a key-
board directly onto a substrate
header the size ol a pinhead for
their project. Foi[ patterns will be
replaced by the proiect's computer
program and lst Closs will be how
to load ribbon spools of com'
ponents invisible to the naked eye.
The Portasol offer will give waY to
the'computerised assemblY
printer' and a soldering iron will be
an ahtique. High above the earth
Space Shuttles and bases will have
in"built computerised capability to
replace any ctitical circuit failure
within seconds, without human
attention ,- automatically. Travel
to and from space will be an every-
day occurrence, probably bY tele-
portation, reducing matter to a

transmitted disital code which on
arrival is decoded and re-
assembled. Even if not possible

with living organisms it will most
certainly be used for fteight, so who
will need the electronic car with a

British Telecom Teleportation Box
on every street corner readY to
whisk you away to your destination
. . . no refunds and graffiti included!

Naturally, with the world poPu-

lation explosion we will all be
watching the gorgeous Bonnie
Langford on Doctor Who with a

flexible loan bank manager circum'
navigating moon orbit . . Of course
we won't need money anymore
Everything will be direct debit bY

telepathy to our personal robot. In
politics ihe Conservatives will still
be in power with the Bt Hon
Margaret Thatcher (the ninetY
second robotic world leader). Tony
Benn will be head of ttre USSR
Ultimate Soviet.

Qh welll Time to turn off the
dream machine and returh to the
rhyme 'n' reason of washing my car!

Keith Lawrence
Ilkley, West Yorkshire

That all seems pertectly reason'
oble fo us .. . except the bit obout
Bonnie Langlord being gorgeousl

to see ETI in the Year 21488.

Obviouslg there is a limitation io
the miniaturisation oI silicon chips

ontinuing the correspondence
on the 'new look' ETI. The

wide margins criticised by Mr
Dussart last month are actually
quite useful for notes and amend-
ments which can now be added
close to the original project, where
they won't get lost when the project
is complete.

The two page index makes it
difficult to identify the different
types of article (projects, theory
and so on). If the types of article
could be given a distinctive
appearance or perhaps a short
description could be included, it
might help.

Gmd luck,
Hugh Doherty
Castlewellan, Co. Down.

How true! We actuoily chose wide
morgins to look nice and moke the
poges more reodoble but yes, notes
could be fitted in there We'ue also
morked projects out in the index
this month - hope thot helPs.

ff ere at ETI we are planning to
I Iinrroduce a new column to the
back of the mag among the PIoy-
bock and Open Chonnel pages.
The title will be Blueprinf, and the
idea is for us to design circuits that
readers are having problems with

- Tech fips to order.

Obviously we don't intend to
custom design entire sYstems -
don't expect the circuit for a com-
plete computer. We're thinking
more of helping you over anY

hurdles that are preventing You
continuing or embarking on an

otherwise attainable design.

So if you have any such problem,
write down the details - the more
the better - and send it to:

Blueprint
ETI
1 Golden Square
London WlR 3AB

A nd finally, if you have to edit context'
, /athis letter for publication, 1 R'rd M'nd'r
would be grateful if you could K'm'ns'r, Worcs.
aitempt to keep the tone intact -

i it's so annoying to be quoted out of Quite so.

N:*l; L";.*'h?i:il3i
(but not that good), Losf in SPoce
was one of the better resutts of the
1960's but what wE reallY need is

the true gems df 25 gear old sci-fi
state-of-the-art embarrassment -
The Time Tunne/ and Lond of the
Gianls.

Now, armed only with an un-
usuallg copacious wallei and the
marvels of modern science, you too
can benefit Jrom all this culture,
courtesg of the Sky and Super
Channel satellite TV channels.

Thrill to the adventures of two

men transpotted through tirne to
disused movie lots while mission
control suflers gei another'power
surge.' Gasp at a world lilled with in-
habitants the size of houses and
papier machd plant life. Listen in
horror to the appalling therne
tunes - . .

Yeah, well I expect you get the
idea. Good these satellite TV
systems, aren't they?

George Cratchet
Longcot, Oxon

It's good to know that satellite TV
is being put to good use to benet'il
all mankrnd!
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TTL- THEA{EXT
GEA{ERATIOAJ

been introduced which ur" fu.t2ilnJi;.*;;,
hungry.

EEU6,
l/O Lil,Es

(8)

A OATA.TO B EUT
$OfiEO A PATA TO B BUS

Another useful device is the 74LS6g2. This is
an 

- 
8-bit comparator chip. In microcomputer

address decoder and data analysis circuits it is

Fig 4. Using a74L5682 chip for this job, as shown
in Fig. 5, we have reduced the package count from
four to one.

In addition to signalling that one input is equal
to another, the chip also detects when one ofihe
number r. Once again the
chip is the two designs
detailed thout accountftg
for the needed for thl
version shown in Fig.4.

_ The 74L5687 performs the same comparator
function as the 74LS682 but has two aciive low
enable inputs to switch on or off the comparison
function. This allows you to select.windows'when
comparisons have to be made.

PADing
Figure 6 shows a circuit diagram for a program-
mable address decoder using a l4LSGgi. Such a

system power-on reset source) forces the NOR

Alan Treuennor
giues us the
lowdown on some
of the new TTL
deuices now
auailable

t's start with a chip which shatters the price
- the 74646. This chip retails in its HC
(the 74HC646) for about t2.50. The chip is
ally designed to interface two g-bit MFU
ses to one another, with the ability to latch
ta on either bus and to tri-state the
tion from either bus to the chip. Normally
uld be done with a configuration like thai
n Fig. 1. As you can see this would involve
two 74LS373 chips (and therefore two

) and some extra gates to synchronise the
>f the circuit.
Fig. 2 the 74HC646 is shown in block
r form along with the truth table for
ing it. This chip contains not only all the
interface two buses but also the control
effect s

r them. s
r replac vi
s at least 50% space as well!
is an extract fr ication note for

C646, showing

SIGNAL ACTION

CKAB LATCH A BUS DATA

ENAB ENABLE LATCHED A BUS
SIGNAL ONTO B BUS

CKBA LATCH BUS B DATA

ENBA

BUS

ENABLE LATCHED B
8US SIGNAL ONTO A
BUS

F*ffi
ffiq
F-#

tul
z,

Let'
myth -version (

specifica
data bus
the datr
connecti
this wou
shown in
at least
sockets)
action of

InF
diagram
controllir
logic to i

Iogic to
between
effective
occuples
Figure 3 i

the 74HC

Fig 1 Bus buffer convefl tional method
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diagram

gate latch into its reset state. This disables the G1
input of the 74L5687. The computer initialisation
program decides where in the address space it
wishes to place the device connected to the CS
output of the circuit. It writes the upper eight bits of
the desired address into the 74LS374latch which
should be addressed as an I/O port at a known
address in the I/O page.

So the upper eight bits of the desired address
are loaded into the 74L5374 and this action also
causes the NOR latch to be set enabling the G1
input of the 74L5687 . The other enable input of the
74LS687 is enabled whenever the MPU signals that
the address bus contains a valid memory address.

In Fig. 5 the signalADDRESS BUS VALID is only
theoretical and you should substitute a signal from
your particular MPU which indicates a valid
address on A0-A15. In a 280 system for example
this will be MREQ. In a 6800 system it will be VMA.

The purpose of LK1 is to permit the circuit to
be used to select a range of valid addresses (when
addressing a memory array). With LK1 connected
from eS to P)Q you can produce a chip select
signal whenever the address output from the MPU
is above the value in the 74LS374.

The 74LS590 is an 8-bit counter with an out-
put register (or latch) - all in a 16-pin DIL
package. Figure 7 shows the pin out of this chip.

Fig. 4 8 bit comparator using 748fi t summlng NOF gl

z
Erl

=
F1
Fl
r-{
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BYTE A

Fig.5Sbitcomparator 746A2

diagram of the chip logic. The signal descriptions
are as follows:
QA-QH The register outputs. Whenever apos edge occurs at this input

the oaded with the contents of
the

RCO This is the carry output from the counter.
A positive going edge will occur on this
output whenever the counter contents
change from &FF to zero.

CLR An input which, when taken low, clears
the counter to zero.

CCK The clock input to the counter. The
counter increments by one whenever a

: positive edge occurs at this input.
EN An input which must be taken low to

enable counting to take place, and high
to prevent it.

RCK A positive going edge on this input loads
the output register with the counter
contents.

G When this input is high the eA-eH out
puts are in a high impedence state (tri-
stated). When taken low, the data in the
register is available at the eA eH
outputs.

Figure 9 shows how the 74LS590 can be used
as an event counter in a microprocessor based
system.

Fig. 6 Programmable address decoder

1D 10

2D 2A

3D 30

4D 4()

sD350
J

60Xoo
7D 70

8D 80

CLK

7415687

P>O

P=O

-]_L

-lr



ccK ;IF 
-Bco

Vcc oA G RCK EN I

OB OC OD OE OF OG OH GND

Fig. 7 Fin out of the 74LS59O

Device Functional description
74440 0uad tri-directional bus transceivers

74490 0ual decade counter
74593 8-bit counters with input registers and tri'state

output
74595 8-bit shift registers with output registers

74600 Memory refresh controller
74604 0ctal 12-input multiplexed latches - tri-state

outp uts

Memory cycle controller

Memory mapper

16-bit ECC circuit
32-bit ECC circuit
16-bit SlS0 shift registers

l6-bit PlS0 shift registers

16-to-4 bit address comparator

1 6-to-l multiplexer with tri-state outputs

0ual l6-by-4 register files
Direction discriminator

ol intelest in the high TTL

L_______ _________l

Fig. 8 Block diagram of chip logic of a 74LS59O

Cricklewood is able to supply any T1 TTL
chip by mail order. Contact Cricklewood Elec'
tronics, 40 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2
3ET. Tel: 01-450 0995.

The fiL range will no doubt continue to
grow, both in terms of device types and fabrication
technologies. There is room for some more
functions, Ior example some longer length
counters would be nice! But whatever happens,
TTL looks to have an assured future. r-.:--=------=. E Fig. 9 Diagram of the 74LS59O

as a counter in a MPU sYstem

74608
74610
i4630
1 4632
1 4613
74674
1 4677

7 6850
7 4870
74200
Table 1

v

.)
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Malcolm Browrt
finds PCB design a
doddle with
Pineapple's
autorouting
software for the
BBC micro

and time consuming part - the
actual design.

=
EaI
l-{

ErlE

It is deciding where to take the tracks to avoid

fine for rkstations
fthese c ofpounds
Iittle be the home

Pineapple's PCB icro
has been around for q win
the March 1987 issue ded
a great deal of respect as a remarkably pro-

fessiona.l design tool for the home constructor.

th fii";';if"'T[i'"r?,::l
pr d it will only cost you 855
to

PCB-AR (as the autoroute package is rather
an_onymously called) is, like PCB itself, supplied on
ROM. The existing PCB ROM can deteit-the AR
ROM's presence in the micro and so is extended in
its capabiJifies accordingly.

At the tracking stage of a pCB design (after
the component positions and labels have been
defined) a function key is pressed to bring pCB-AR
into action. Rather than now draw tracks between
the pads on the on-screen board, the required
connections are made directly. Each pad on the
board is linked with a straight line to each other
pad it is to (see scree

The ats nest' is a
tation of rcuit. Acurso
first pad and then a line is'rubber banded'to the
desired connection - it couldn't be easier.

However, it must be said that it is far from
the right connections with any
uit. It must be worked through
logically to keep errors to a

minimum. Many of the professional systems make
things easier with printouts of a list of all the

l

BBC DIY PCB

, a few practice runs with the soft-
get you into the swing of thinking of
strange way and errors become less

. [,i'"?J;s it can be
e

When all the desired connections are made,
another function key is pressed and the software
gets on with routing them. This, of course, is where
the really clever bit.comes in.

The autorouting algorithm takes a while to
route any complex board but since it draws the
tracks as it goes, it provides quite a tension filled
spectacle to pass ihe time.

p
p
S
tions in each direc
direction a distance
point and so on unti
tion is reached.

This is done for each of the connections you
entered, in the same order as you entered thlm,
until they have all been tried.
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D{L{l
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However, I tried it out re-designing the PCB
for the Dynamic Noise Reduction system (May's

Firsf Closs project) and after a little fiddling,l must
say I was impressed with the results.

It has some clear limitations. A maximum of
190 connections per board can be autorouted and
the program will not (for the sake of speed) inves-

tigate connection routes outside a rectangle eight
times the rectangle with the two connections at its
opposite corners.

There is also a maximum rectangle of investi'
gation of 3136 pixels - equivalent to a 3.7in x 3.7in
square.

Finally PCB-AR always uses the same width of
track - about 0.5mm - with the same minimum
spacing. However, thicker connections can always
be added later, manually.

Despite these constraints, PCB-AR is a truly

ETI ]ULY 1988

(a) Component pbcement screen. (b) Connection
screen. (c) lnitial attempt fails. (d) Manual guide
tracks are added. (e) Successful attempt. (f) Final
output.

remarkable piece of software. There is nothing to
touch it at anything like this price. A couple of
years ago, anyone suggesting this could be done
on a standard model B BBC micro would have
been considered naive at best.

For Beeb owners with any kind of regular
interest in PCB design the PCB and PCB-AR
combination is difficult to beat and thoroughly
recommended.

PCB AR f55 as upgrade to PCB
f 185 PCB + PCB-AR

Pineapple Software,
39 Brownlea Gardens,
Seven Kings
llford lG3 9NL,
Tel: 0l -599 1476
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I]I THE BEGItTiI!ilG . .

A quick nostalgia note -I remember the very first
LEDs coming into the
market place They were
about f2 each in those
days (early in the'70s)
and I don't think anyone
realised their full
potential then. The first
advertised application
was illuminated needles
on aircraft instruments !

zF-{
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BROUGHTTO
LIGHT

or the next couple of months I am going
to digress from the purely electionil
into the field of basic opto-electronics

- an increasingly important area in
electronic systems desiqn. At its

sic opto-electronic devices are the
and photo-transistor which are both
nd various sources of light (lamps,
sers).

The Photo-Diode
Starting with the photo-diode, this looks like a

but instead
, the diode
window so

There are two generally used characteristics
of such a diode which yield alternative modes of
operation. The f o
generate an illum
iight shines on i :
released from th e
anode.

turation (the maximum
second the diode can
minance level) of the
uit for this mode ol

ons in much the
light falling on the
to turn the tran-

ors in common use,
hese are mostly slow
es used more in solar
etection or measure-

ment systems.

Basic Emitters

operation is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Circuit for a photo-diode using
current oenerati

Fig. 2 Circuit for a photo-diode using
reverse leakage



Optical Couplers
It is very unlikely that emitters and detectors will be
widely used except in coupled pairs of some form
or other. The first and most obvious case is the
interrupter (Fig. 3). This device is present in one or
other of its two forms in the vast majority of
computer printers, disk drives, video recorders,
tape recorders . . . the list is endless. Anywhere a
moving object is to be detected, the interrupter is
in use. The emitter (LED) is permanently lit and
when an object enters the interrupter's field of view
the tight path to the detector is broken (trans-
mission system) or completed (reflectance
system).

The next case is the opto-isolofor. This is an
LED+photo-transistor pair or LEDrphoto-diode
pair encapsulated in some compact opaque
package, frequently an IC DIP. The point of the
opto-isolator is twofold. Electrical isolation
between the input circuit and output circuit can be
as high as several kilovolts (so HT circuits can
control or be controlled by logic or small signals
with safety). Also the signal bandwidth of the opto-
isolator can be controlled by a suitable choice of
detector diode at design time. This serves an
important role in noise reduction, typically in
computer communications. This is worth going
into in more detail, so here goes.

RFI Reduction
RFI is a new buzzword - Radio Frequency Inter-
Ierence, that's all! New legislation is coming in to
control the extremely far-reaching effects of RFI
caused by all the computers and communication
channels now in operation.

So where exactly does RFI come from?
Basically, ev erg time a logic level changes in a PCB
track or wire in your computer or its external
cables, there is ouershoot or undershoof, followed
by ringing. Although the logic state may be switch-
ing at only a few kilohertz, the ringing frequency
depends on the resonance of the wiring and may
cover a bandwidth of several megahertz.

With this in view, let us take the case of a
simple RS232C channel. The logic switching rate is
normally no higher than 40kHz and the specifica-
tion calls for a signal rise time no faster than 1ps,
but the data cable is essentially unbalanced and
therefore a lot of ringing of unpredictable
frequency can take place. This gets referred via the
computer's imperfect ground path and radiated
from the whole length of the cable, as well as being
superimposed on the signal itself.

The interposition of opto-isolation at each end
of the cable between the comms device and the
-ine driver chips dissociates the cable ground from
:he ground noise in the communication device and
:lso (if its bandwidth is suitably chosen) will
eiiminate practically all the ringing in the signal,
:nproving data haul distance.

The next step in opto-isolation is to separate
::e emitter and decoder and interpose a piece of
::rical fibre. This opens the door on all sorts of
:.ever options which we will look at later on, but
1st for now let's stick with the RS232. In the
:revious example we had an electrical signal being
::nverted into an optical signal and back again at

'-ch end of our comms link in the interest of

-<:latjon and reduction of RFI emission. However,

=x:ernal electrical noise can still be picked up by
:::rms cable and it can be bad enough to spoil our

-ia.
Now instead, we introduce the magical optical
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fibre with an emitter at one end and a detector at
the other and the long signal haul performed on an
optical signal. So long as the fibre is in an opaque
jacket, absolutely nothing (for practical purposes)
can be emitted or picked up by the data trans-
mission link.

This is obviously a much better solution, but
how does it work?

Optical fibre consists of a concentric arrange-
ment of transparent materials (plastics, silica glass)
of different ret'ractive index (Fig. 4). This is a
measure of the angle by which a beam of light of a
given colour is deflected as it passes through the
material. Different colours are deflected or
refracted by different amounts, which is why we
see rainbows through things like prisms, but a
given colour (wavelength) of light is always
refracted by the same amount, allother conditions
(temperature and so on) being equal. This is the
fundamental rule by which optical fibres work.

When light is passed into a perfectly straight
piece of optical fibre, some of the light passes
directly down the central axis but most of it
diverges. Any particular beam following a

divergent path will eventually strike the transition
between the differing materials in the fibre. These
are so chosen that practically all the light is
refracted back into the centre of the fibre.

The real case in which the fibre is not perfectly
straight works just the same, although a bit more
light gets lost.

The Distancef Speed Trade-Off
I will not delve into numbers here as the problem
gets quite difficult to quantise, but the principle is
very simple, As we have seen, light entering the
fibre takes a variable but large number of different
paths. These will consist of different numbers of
refractions and are therefore of different lengths.
As light travels at a finite speed, the different bits oI
Iight which started out at the same time will arrive
at different times.

Assuming a perfect square wave going into
the fibre (which is theoretical and a best case, as all
emitters take a bit of time to turn on fully) when the
ditterence between the arrival time of the earliest
and latest bit of light equals the half wavelength of
the input square wave, the signal is totally lost due
to the latest lighi from the last bit coinciding with
the earliest light from the next bit.

In practice the situation is worse than this.
RS232 is an asynchronous communication
protocol. This means that reliable decoding of the
incoming signal relies on a specific relationship
between the on and off periods (marks and spaces)
and also a predictable absolute duration. The
tolerance for out of timing data bits is about 10%,
so a "mushiness" due to differential propagation
paths of this order will kill the data link.

The good news is that the length of fibre
required for this problem to manifest itself is pretty
long. You will most likely run out of optical power
long before that length if you are using conventional
LEDs, particularly if you use the cheap (affordable)
plastic fibre, which is very lossy compared with
(expensive) silica fibres.

In order to obtain much greater transrnission
distances, the use of silica fibre with laser diodes,
or at least source of coherent light (some kind of
laser) is essential. More of this next month. In the
meantime, a good selection of plastics fibre optic
components can be obtained from Electromail on(0536)204555 m

Fig. 3 Optical couplers as
interrupters

Fig. 4 X-section of step
index optical fibre
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Paul Chappell
inuestigates all
possible
configurations of
an op-amp and a
couple of resistors

OP-AA/IPS
ast month I was looking at the basic
parallel (or shunt) feedback circuit of
Fig. 1a and concluded that the rule of
thumb formula for the gain -R2/R1,
was accurate to almost 0.01o,6 for the

resistor values shown. The formula predicts a gain
of - 10, whereas the actual gain is -9.9989. I hinted
that there might be circumstances where the
formula would not be so good and now it is time to
find out when.

Suppose that I take an op-amp with a gain of
105 and connect the resistors shown in Fig. lb.
This would seem to give the entire circuit a gain of
-106 and since this is what the op-amp itself would
give without the resistors, it doesn't seem an
unreasonable request.

Applying the exact formula for the gain:

Vo,t - R2

V;, R1+10_6 (Rt+R2)

gives a figure of approximately 5x10s, which is only
half the gain predicted by the rule of thumb
formula.

Table 1 shows the circuit gain for different
resistor ratios against the value predicted by
-R2/Rl. At a predicted gain of -103 the true value is
about 0.1% out, at -10a the error is about 1%, at 105
it has almost reached 10"/" and at 106 the true gain is
only half the predicted value.

The last two entries represent an optimistic

attempt to force more gain from the circuit than
the IC itself has. It doesn't work. The circuit gain
approaches the gain of the IC but never quite
reaches it and certainly never exceeds it.

The reason for the discrepancy is illustrated
by Fig. 2 which compares the case where the
resistors ask for a gain very much lower than the
IC's own gain (Fig. 2a) with one where the required
gain is equal to the IC's gain (Fig. 2b).

In the first case, the 10prV necessary to sustain
the output of the amp at -10V is negligible in
comparison to the input voltage, so the formula
works well. An input of 1V gives an output of -10V
so the circuit has a gain of -10 as we'd expect.

In the second case, the 10pV needed at the
inverting input of the IC to sustain the - 10V is very
comparable indeed with the input! The idea, on

Rule of thumb gain Actual gain
-1 _1

- 1 0 _9.99991
-100 _99.990101

-1000 _999.001997
-10000 -9900.9999

-l00000 _90909.1736
-1000000 _500000.25

-10000000 _909090.992
-100000000 _990099.02

Table 1 Actual basic parallel feedback circuit
gains compared with the rule of thumb values

Fig. 3 (a) A circuit with a gain much lower than
the op-amp's its gain. (b) Demanding a gain
equal to the op-amp's gain

which the rule of thumb formula depends (of the
-ve input of the IC being a virtual earth) no longer
works and the effective gain of the circuit is only
half the predicted value.

The shunt feedback circuit is such a useful
configuration that I can't continue without giving
you a moment to admire some of its best features.
One consequence of the virtual earth at the -ve
input is that the circuit can be used to sum
voltages. Figure 4 shows how.

Suppose that the resistors R1, R2, R3 . . . Rn
and the feedback resistor Rf are allthe same value.
If atl the input voltages vr to v, are at 0V, no current
will flow throughout the feedback resistor, so the
output will also be at 0V.

Fig. 3 Voltage summing circuit

If any one of the input voltages varies from 0V,
a current will flow in the corresponding resistor
and to maintain the -ve input at 0V the op-amp will
cause the same current to flow in Rf. We have
chosen to make Rf equal to the input resistors, so
the voltage across it will be equal in magnitude to
the input voltage. In other words, a voltage of vn on
any input will result in -v" at the circuit's output.

Since this applies to any input, by super-
position the output from voltages appearing
simultaneously on allinputs will be equal to (minus)
the sum of all the input voltages. The circuit is often
used to sum audio signals (and has even been used
as a complete audio mixer in more than one hobby
project!) or to sum voltages in analogue computer
or control systems.

Replacing the feedback resistor (R2 in Fig. la)
with a capacitor gives another useful circuit - an
integrator (FiS. 4a). Once again, the op-amp acts to
maintain the two input terminals at the same
voltage and so draws all the input current through
the capacitor:

I *
GAIN=-82lR1=-10

Fig. 1 (a! The basic parallel feedback circuit. (b) A circuit with a gain of -106?
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\=v,,/R=iz=-C dvo',

dt

1sovour=- 
- 

ltv,"
CRJ

The response of the circuit to a constant input
voltage (it's olten used in this way) is to produce a
linear ramp which rises or falls at a rate determined
by C, R and vi". For R=1M, C=1pF and vi,=-lV, the
output will ramp upwards at 1V per second.

The other common variation on the theme is
to substitute a capacitor for the input resistor to
give the circuit of Fig. 4b: a differentiator. Here the
output voltage is given by:

V",,=-CR

This circuit is useful if you are interested in the
slope of a signal rather than its actual level. A
practical example is last month's breathing rate
monitor circuit, where C1 and R5 correspondto C
and R of Fig. 4a. In the monitor, the input voltage
will vary according to the type of diode chosen (or
even between different samples of the same type),
the room temperature and so on. On the other
hand, whether the voltage is rising or falling at a
fairly fast rate will depend primarilg on whether the
user is breathing in or out, so detecting the change
in voltage rather than the voltage itself screens out
a lot of unwanted effects. The reason for the other
components used in the monitor will become clear
when we start to think about turning the basic
ideas into practical circuits.

A much less common variation is shown in
Fig. 4c. Can you work out what it does? Why do
you think it's not used more often? Can you think
of any feature of the circuit that might be put to
good use? Answers next month.

Series Feedback
The basic non-inverting (or series feedback)
amplifier configuration is shown in Fig. 5. For an
:ntuitive understanding of this circuit it's best to
:hink in terms of voltages rather than currents. If
i'. is at 0V, the output will also settle at 0V - the
action of the output voltage and the two resistors
ion't let it settle anywhere else.

Suppose the input rises to 1V. This would
:ush the output voltage upwards until the voltage
a: rhe -ve terminal also rises to (near as damn it)
-i- The action of the circuit is once again to main-
:1n the two input terminals at the same voltage. If
---e -ve terminal is to be at vi", then the output
.c.:age must be at R1xv./R1+R2) so the rule of
::irrb gain formula for this configuration is:

=':=R1/R1+R2). Once again, this is very accurate
:: low gains, and less and less accurate as the

:::uested gain is increased.
i've done most of the work so far, so here's

s:::erhing for you to think about. Is it possible to
-,-e a non-inverting integrator and differentiator
: :: Fig. 5 by replacing R1 or R2 with a capacitor?
-: :::. what effect would the substitutions have?

I'i'e just about exhausted the basic configura-
-rs possible with an op-amp and a pair of

::s.s:ors but there's one more common circuit I

=-.,_,:-c lnclude. It's shown in Fig. 6.
lVith this circuit, if the input is at 0V then the

--1:: could also be at 0V. Alt the voltage
:::.::lons would be satisfied. But instead of the
-:.::-!' roy' effect, where a disturbance of the
_-':-r gves a signal which pushes it back to its
:: ::e p,ace, this circuit is more like an attempt to
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dvin

dt

I
i
i
I

Ibalance a razor blade on its edge.
The slightest movement of the output from its

0V position will result in a voltage at the +ve
terminal which will tend to push it even further
away. This creates an even larger voltage at the
output, which increases still more the voltage at
the +ve input, which gives a still larger voltage . . .

and we have what used to be called a 'regenerative
action' which causes the output voltage to topple
until it hits one or other of the supply rails.

Given that the circuit has two artificially stable
positions (artificial because the theoretical
tendency is for the voltage to keep rising for ever

- it's only the practical limitation of a finite supply
voltage that stops the process) the question is -what will cause the circuit to switch between them?

Suppose the input is at 0V and the output is
pushed hard against the positive supply rail at, say,
+10V. We'll give the resistors values of R1=10k and
R2=100k. The +ve input of the op-amp will be
around 1V above the -ve input, so the output has
every encouragement to stay just where it is! The
only thing that would cause it to change would be if
the +ve terminal went negative with respect to the

nt-{En
-l
ll
l-{Fl

Fl
t-Fl
F!
frlE
Itr

Fig. 4 (a) An integrator. (b) A differentiator. (c) The mystery configuration

-ve terminal, which would happen if the input
voltage dropped below -1V. If this happens, the
feedback action will cause the output to move
smartlg from the +10V rail to the -10V rail.

To get it to change back again, it's not enough
for the input to go back above -1V. Because R2 is

connected to the output, which is now 20V lower
than before, the input must go above +1V before
the circuit will switch back. The result is a switch-
ing circuit with two different switching points. The
voltage between them (in this case 2V) is called the
'hysteresis' and is what distinguishes this circuit
from an ordinary voltage comparator. The circuit
is often used to recover signals, particularly digital
or switching ones, from noise (Fig. 6b). It's also
useful where a circuit has to respond when a siowly
changing signal reaches a certain voltage - a
comparator without hysteresis might be inclined to
switch this way and that when the signal is close to
the reference point, whereas the circuit of Fig. 6a
makes a decision and sticks to it!

Next month I'[ be looking at some of the
practical considerations that have to be taken into
account when designing with real op-amps.

Fig.5 The basic non-inverting
amplifier circuit

POStrtvE
SWITCHING
POINT

Fig. 6 A circuit with hysteresis

NEGATIVE
S:WITCHING
POINT
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Paul Wilson looks
hiqh arud low for
the bar

BAR CODE
LOCK
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blue? Or more sensibly with a smali
ic key that you wipe over an innocent-
sor beside the door.

The ETI bar code switch is programmable to
t4-bar k d by
or. Verif ode
accepte can

open an electrically operated bolt or to trigger a
relay for any purpose you may desire.

The barcode switch consists of two boards.
The main decoder board contains the mains trans_
former and l2V code pro
switches, decoding and aiso
sounder. A 12V ompatible
collector output is e to inter
external equipment.

A small pre-amp board fits in a small box with

To produce a key of credit card size we need
to resoive a narrow bar of 1mm and a thick bar of
2mm. There are two possible sensors depending
on how rich you are.

If money is no the Hewlett
Packard HBSC1100 nsor with its
resolution down to 0.1 f27.00 + VAT
price tag may be used. This device is designed to
be used in bar code wands such as those-used in
many shops.

th
th
se

sh

A program in BBC Basic is provided to

The correct wiping action to operate the tock.

ETI ]ULY 1988



produce the bar code on an Epson or compatible
printer. The program should be easy to alter for
other home micros.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 the code begins
with a 3mm black border. No white can show
before this. Following this is the 1mm black
relerence bar (this must always be a thin bar as the
decoder uses it as a reference to determine the
length of the bars of the actual code).

Then comes the actual bar code which is a
simple binary code of up to 14 bars, in any
combination of thin lmm and thick 2mm black
bars - a possible 16384 combinations.

Eight bars are used for the code in the key
shown, giving the binary code 01101100 where 0=
thin and 1 = thick. A 3mm black border at the finish
ends the code. All the white inter-bar spaces are
1mm wide.

Note that the key shown in Fig. 1 is
symmetrical so it does not matter which way it is
wiped across the sensor (this should help when
getting used to using the switch).

The operation of the bar code switch can
best be understood by looking at the block
diagram in Fig. 2. The optical sensor consists of a
LED which emits light onto the surface being
scanned. Lisht will be reflected back to its receiver
from white spaces. The output from this is

amplified and filtered before being compared with
a relerence voltage (by the bor comporofor) to
determine whether a bar or space is present. Its
output will be low (0) for a space and high (1) for a

bar.
The bor counter is incremented by this com-

parator as the leading edge of each bar passes over
the sensor so that each of the counter's outputs 1

to 14 become active when the corresponding bar in
the code is over the sensor.

Two integrators are used to measure the time
taken for the bars to pass over the sensor (see Fig.
3) As the thin reference bar is over the sensor, the
reference integrator ramps negative (from its
normally positive condition), ideally reaching
about half the supply voltage and remaining there
for the rest of the sweep.

The timing integrator is reset during each
white space of the code. Its time constant is 2/3 that
of the reference integrator so that its output goes

(ideally) to 8V during a thin bar, and 4V during a
thick bar. This is compared to the (ideal) 6V of the
reference by the bar length comparator producing
a zero output for a thin bar and a one for a thick
bar.

There is a fair tolerance regarding the speed
the key can be swept across the sensor. So long as
the speed is constant the timing integrator should
still cross the voltage set by the reference
integrator at the correct points - the only
difference being the voltage at which this reference
voltage is set.

More important is the etfect of. changes in
speed as the key is swept. An increasing speed
could prevent thick bars reaching the relerence
voltage and a decreasing speed could push ramps
from thin lines over the reference threshold, either
effect giving a false decoding.

This circuit allows for an increase or decrease
of almost 25olo, which should cause few problems,

BAR LENGTH
COMPARATOB

OUTPUT

Fig. 3 Timing diagram for integrators using
example bar code key

rtr
Itrtrl
frlnFl

6 78
100

2mm THICK BAR (1)
1mm THIN BAR i0)

Fig. 1 An example bar code key

rL
i ESET

] iCUIT

2 Block diagram of the bar code switch
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Fig. a (b) The power supptyFL]
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particularly after a little practice.

th iflil":l?J:l
fo that bar (also
0 them in the
correct code comparator.

If they match, the ou . If they are
different it will be high a the wrong
code latch high (where it the rest oJ
the sweep regardless of later successful
comparisons). The state of this latch determines
whether the key is accepted or not.

The last bar detect line is connected to the last
output of the bar counter that is needed for the

ed. In the case
tput 8. On the
bar on the key
appen.

If the wrong code latch has not been set high,

the pulse generator will produce a short 100ms
pulse which will in turn reset the wrong code
counter and bleep the piezo sounder. This
indicates that the correct key has been used.

. If the wrong code latch has been set high
then the code accepted pulse will be inhibited and
ihe wrong code counter will be incremented. If this

The reset circuit resets the system 100ms
after the last bar passes the sensor. The bar code
switch is then ready to decode another key.
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HOW IT STORKS

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The output of

mains transformer Tl is rectified by Dl and D2 (Fig.ab),

then filtered hy the reservoir capacltor C1 to provide

*16V raw 0C. Series regulator lC7 is used to provide

the +12V regulated supply for the circuit.

fiI00 (Fig.4e) provides about 35mA olcurrentfrom
the raw supply to illuminate the LE0 emitter in SENS1,

keeping the dissipation in lC7 down. fhe varying current
in the receiuer phototransistor is converted into a

voltage by lCl00 and rises as more light lsreflected. The

sensitivity of this stage is adjusted by RVl00 The

output of lCl00a is AC coupled in a X47 inverting gain

stage consisting of lCI00b, flI05 and fI06.
The oulput from the prearnp goes intothe inverting

input of lCl (Fig. 4a). lts output is high for a spacu and

low for a bar - l02b inverts this and the low to high

transitions cloek lC3b, a 4-bit binary counter.
The counter drives lC4 t0 form a I to 6 sequential

enabler. The aclive high output is incremented as the

start of each bar passes over the sensor
As soon as the leading edge of the first bar pas$es the

sensor output SWl becomes active. This is fed into the

integrator lormed by componants 07, f20, C7 and ICI b.

The output of lClb will ramp negative until the leading

edge of Sre next bar passes the sensor, ideally reaching

6V - this is the referenee integrator'e output (see main

text). As ea ch 0f the remaining 1 4 bars passes over the

sensor th ey are timed by the timer integrator ( 023, R2 3.

C8 and lClc).
lC2b provides a high level on the timer integrator's

input for as long as the bar is qver the sensor A slightly
slretched version ol this is produced by 03, R8, C5, Rl 2

and lG2a, and is used to reset the timer integrator during

each space on the key.

The outputs of the integralon are compared by [C1 d,

producing a high for a thin bar (the timer integrator
doesn't have time to ramp down as far as the referentc)
or a low for a thick bar (the timer ramps below the
reference).

As the key is passed over the sensor each one ofthe
bank of switches is selecled sequentially hy lC4's

outpuls 52 to S'15.

These switches have been programmed for the

correct key - a ctosed switch requires a thicft har, an

open switch for a thin bar. The state 0f each switch is

compared with the relevant bar by lCEa, producing a low

if they match.

As long as atl the bars matchthe switchesthen lC5a"s

output t0 the D input of flip-flop l06a will rernain low.

lCla clocks the data through to the flip flop output

and if all the codes match then the 0 0utput of lCGa will
remain high The negativegoing edge ofthe last counter

oulput clocks the data at 0 to tho 0 input of lC6B. lf the
correct key was used, tha output 0 of lC6b witl be high

and will tuln on transistors 01, 02 and 03. 02 turns the

sounder on and 03 illuminates LED1.

The output of lC6h remains high until reset hy lC2c
going high when C6 is discharged hy fll 3 ( 1 00ms). CO

gets charged by D4 and fl9 during white spaces.

lf at any bar the key failed to match the set switches,

the 0 output of l06a will be high and is latched high by

n25. R24 prevents this state being allered by any

subsequent matches. So at the end ol the sweep, the 0
of tCEb is low and no code accept pulse is generated.

ln addition. as le6a goes high, the positive edge

cloeks binary oounter lC3a to eount the nurnber oftimes
the wrong key has been used.

After either five or nine attempts {link selectable) the
piezo sounder is switched 0n as a warning, cleared

either by using the corect kef or autornatically aftur a

lime set by C4, Rl 1, RV2 and lC2d.
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Construction
The sensor may be mounted in any suitable box, or
even behind a window. The box should be at least
3in long to allow the key to be wiped smoothly
across the sensor window.

The prototype used a standard 29mm deep
surface mounting box and a standard blanking
plate to match the mains and lighting boxes in my
home.

A hole is required in the blanking plate for the
opto sensor, about 10mm by 15mm as shown in
Fig. 5a. On the prototype the sensor was mounted
behind this using a bracket of aluminium (or tin
plate) cut to the dimensions shown in Fig. 5b and
folded to a 90' angle along line XY.

The unit was put together as shown in Fig. 6.

Note how the bracket should overhang one ofthe
15mm edges by about 1mm.

The red filter for the front of the blanking plate
should be about 85mm x 35mm, fixed into place

with Bostic, Evostick or some other suitable brand
name. When you've done that, you'll realise that
you've just covered the mounting screws with the
filter and you can't screw it to the wall. You'll need

rtr
IdE
trlnFl

NOTE:
|C100 = TL052

SENSl
T

FiS. 4 (c) The sensor pie'amP

c1m -t I+c101
10u 

= 
:10u

1Ev I I 16v

80mm BLANKING eLtTE

RED FILTEF

CUT OUT FOF
OPTO.SENSOB + +

1 0rm

5mn
+

x xx$ryc
V f^-l ALUMINIUM
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e Ir--,
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'!omm10mm

(b)

Fig. 5(a) Marking out details for blanking plate.
(b) Dimensions of sensor mounting bracket
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MOUNT SENSOR
1mm INTO CUT OUT

RED FILTER
MOUNTING

Fig. 6 Mounting sensor unit

to drill from the back of the box through the filter
using a small drill bit, then from the front with a
larger (5mm) bit.

Increasing Resolution
Figure 7 shows how the two windows of the sensor
should be blanked off with tape leaving only a 1mm
slit - necessary if the sensor is to resolve a 1mm
bar code. Crepe tape (as used in PCB design) is
better than insulating tape which may 'creep' if it
gets warm. Take some time over this, as an
accurate slit can avoid a good deal of fiddling
compensation later.

Circuit Board Construction
The component overlay for the small preamp
board is shown in Fig. 8.

Construction is very straightforward, beginning
with the resistors and working through to the
cermet trimmer RV100 and IC100. Check the

WHITE DOT
INDICATES LED

Fig. 7 Masking the opto sensor

polarity of the IC and the tantalum capacitors. Any
type of.4-core cable can be used to connect to pads
E,F,G&H.

Mount the sensor and put the pCB in the box.
The main board Fig. 9 is slightly more com-

plicated but should cause no prolb-s.
Start by fitting the ten pCB links.
LK1 is as shown for 240V mains. If 110V is to

be used, replace LK1 with two links - one across
AD and one across BC. LK2joins the secondary
0V to mains earth.

Next fit the diodes (noting their orientation),
then resistors and IC sockets. Take care with the

capacitors - especially
rt circuit very quickly if
the recommended DIL

switches, these should be fitted with identification
numbers facing the transformer.

When fitting the mains transformer ensure
the primary is facing the Iuseholder, its pins should
then fit into one of the two holes provided on the
PCB.

With all co nal
check of polar or
shorts, then set set
the programming switches as shown in Fig. g. Fit a
mains cable to the three pads provided and
connect the cable from the sensor to pads E, F, G
and H.

Setting Up And Test
Most of the testing can be done with a voltmeter,
though a scope is pretty handy when setting up the
optical sensor.

Once mains is connected to the main pCB
you must be extremely careful to avoid any part of
your anatomy coming into contact with live tracks

- at best such contact will produce a string of four
Ietter words, at worst a prolonged silence.

First (with CMOS devices removed) check
the PSU functions. The raw voltage at the junction
of D1 and D2 should be about 16V DC with about
0.5V of 100H2 ripple on it. The stabilised line on the
output of IC7 should be at 12V DC (with about
10mV of wideband noise on it).

Check that these voltages appear at the
correct points on the preamp board then switch off
and let C1 discharge before inserting the CMOS
devices. Switch on again and check that the 12V
line is still OK.

Make sure that LK11 go
next to D16, corresponding to
in the test key (Fig. 1). Place
loosely on top of the box and
sensor is pointing away from any sources of
electric light.

If you have a scope look at the output of the
preamp IC100b, with your timebase set to
10ms/div and sensitivity at 2V/div (AC coupled).
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RESIST0RS (all resistors y4W 2y" metrl lilm exeopt

whero etated)
R1,4,8,S,10.14,15,
17,2\,L:2J03,104,
105

fl3
B5

B6

n7
Bll,18,19,24
R12;l 3,20,105
fll6
R23
R2 5,1 01

R 100

Rl 02
HV1,4

BV2

RV3

CAPACITOFS

c1
c2,9
c3,r 00, I 0l
64
c5
c6,1 0?
c7.8

l0k
20k

2M0
1k0

1 00R

I 00k
1M0
1k5

750k
22R

4308
2k0
10k %in cermet preset

1M0 sub mind preset

10k sub min preset

4700p 25V radial

1p 35V lantatum

10p 10V tantalum
1 00p 25V tadiai
100p l0V polystyrene

l00n 250V polyestet

2200p polyester 5%

SEM]COIIDUCTOBS
tcr
lc2
tc3
rc4
tc5
tc6
ic7
tcl00
01,2,3
04
01.2
03.25
LED'I

Tl_064

401 068
45208
45148
40708
40r 38
78M12
TLO62

BCl0g
BCYTII

IN4001
tN914, ll{4148 etc,

Hed LED

IUIISCELTAiIEOUS
BUZzI
FSI

T1

SENS I

SWI
sw2
lC sockets. 20mm fuseholder. Red lilter. Sensor housing
(80mm box and hlankinq plate. ?2 SVVG aluminium for
brackel). Nuts and bolt!.

piezo soundet (see Buytines)

100mA 20mm
l5-0 15-0 lVA per winding

opto sensor ()PB7030

lO-way DIL

4-way OlL

When you've made a test key to the design in

Fis. 1 (you could wipe your copy of ETI across the
sensor but it's hardly elegant) hold it as shown in
the photograph with the key on the red filter. Only
the 3mm thick boarder should be actually on the
box, the rest should hang over the edge. Wipe the
key smoothly across the filter lengthways'

The easiest way to get the correct speed is to
count like you do between lightning andthunder'1
and 2 and 3 and' sweeping from left to right on the
numbers and returning the key to its start position
on each'and'.

The preamp output should resemble a burst
of sine waves (with quite some distortion) each

time the key is wiped. trf this doesn't happen, adjust
the height of the sensor until it does. If instead of
sine waves the output just goes high then the slit in

HOLE FOR I\43 BOLT

oPro 1 /

TTO
ITF I

e9\
-{ R 1o2 l-
roi?d+
{!i91I-

Fig. 8 Component overlay for pre-amp board

I 0l -1-at/J-

I I ltlx@F-@
K

Fig. 9 Component overlay for main board ,",llJr.,
ETI ]ULY 1988
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TO tc6b (O) O/P

JaIaoo/P
J 2 CODE ACCEPTED PULSE

ON CLK I/P PIN 3

Fig. 1O Toggling a flip-flop with the output pulse

TOP VIEW
HBCSl 100

Fig. 12 Pinouts for the opto sensors

PN FUNCTION

1

2
3
4

6
7
8

TRANSISTOB COLLECTOR
Ifl4ryqtsloB 8ASE, PHoroDtoDE ANODE
PHOTODIODE CATHODE
LED CATHODE, SIJBSTRATE- CASE
NC
LED ANODE
NC
TRANSISTOR EMITTEB

R5307-913 oPTO,SENSOF

the sensing window is too wide.
Then adjust the sensor height to minimise the

amplitude difference between the two different
sine wave frequencies. Adjust RV100 to bring
these amplitudes to about 8V peak-to-peak.
Sweeping the key should now bleep the piezo
sounder to show a correct code (otherwise either
you're not sweeping properly or you've set the
wrong code in the switches).

Using the scope to look at the output of the
ref.erence integrator IC1b, you can get some
sweeping training by getting the voltage to drop
from its normal 12V to as close to 5V as you are
able. If you have a two beam scope you can look at
IClc to produce a dispiay similar to Fig. 3.

Finally, fine tune the system by adjusting
RV100 to give the best performance at varying
sweep speeds.

Then tighten the sensor to the bracket, mount
the preamp board by fitting a 3M x 10mm spacer to
the sensor mounting bolt and attaching the PCB to
the spacer with a 3M x 5mm bolt. Then close the
box. With the box closed, make sure everything
still works.

Fig. 11 Stretching the output pulse for a relay

Now change
SW1 on the bank
again. After five att
sound for about 90 seconds.

The volume is adjusted by RV3 and the time

up to 14 bars, link 11 should be moved to the
relevant diode.

sensor
sn't face
arator at

. fgl mounting outside, asealed watertight box
should be used and a bag of silica gel (as f6und in
camera cases and so on) in the box would stop any
condensation forming.

Applications
Figure 10 shows how the code accepted pulse can
be used to toggle an external flin-flor'to. 

"ucncorrect sweep of the key. This could be used to
deactivate an alarm system for instance.

how the code accepted pulse
can ing an external monostable.
This solenoid in an electrically
oper

Making The Keys
YS\ing the keys is easy, especially if you have a
BBC computer and Epson printer, for which a

The black bars obviously need to be as dark

F{
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IO REts ETI AAR CODE PRINTER
20 nooE 3
30 DIr b.rd.ta(15)
40 VDU2!REts Enable Printer
50 VDU!,27,1,64t !REN Initialise Printar
60 VDUlr27rl,65t1,Bi!REN Sct Line spacing
70 RESTORE EOO
SO cod€-O! hi ght-O: dots=7O
90 dark-3:REi Number of overprints.

IOO Nbdr=O!REPEAT
llo READ code lREf Count dot6 in barcode
12O b.rd.ta(Nbar)=cod€ !REts FUT DATA into Arr.y
13O IF code-o THEN dots-dotB+zo !REr Thin Ear
14O IF code=t THEN dotg=dots+3o !REr Thick aar
150 Nbar=Nbar+1 rREH Count BarE uied in B.rcodc
160 UNTIL rodE=9
l70 dots=dots*2 !REi Double Length code
1BO Nba.=Nbar-l
1?O Ldots=dots nOD 256 :REr nl Eit lo5ge Data
2OO Hdots=dots DIV 256 iREM n2 Bit Io6gE D.ta
2lO PROctop !REX Print top Border
22O REPEAT
23O FOR D=l TO d.rk
24O VDUI | 27 | I tgo I r, Ldots, I t Hdotsi
25O REtr LPRINT CHRI (27) ;',2', iCHRi (Ldots) t Cffi t (Hdots) i260 REil ESC z Eets Ouadruple=density Bit Ih.ge iode

24O DotE/inch
27O PR@bar(3O,255)rREM Print 3mn Elack Border
zEO PROCbir(10,O) !REn Print lnn rhite Spsce
29O FOR A=o TO Nbar :REn Print Barcode ForH.rds
5OO bar=bardata (A)
5lO IF b.r=O PROCshort
32o IF bar=l PROCIonS
33O NEXT
34O PROCb.r(60,255):REr 6hm Centre Bar
35O PROCbar(lO,O)rREtr 1no Ohite spac€
S5O FOR B=Nbar TO O STEP-I :REH print B.ckf,ards
57O bar=bardate (B)
sao IF bar=o PROCshort
39o IF ber=l PROCIons
4OO NEXT
41O PROCbar(3O,255) !REts Prrnt 3nm Btack Border
42O VDU1,&OD
43O NEXT
44o VDUI,&OA,rr&oD :REi P.int LF and ER
45O hi tht=hiqht+1
460 UNTIL hisht=lO :REr heisht=Sohn
47O PRocbotton:REE Print Botton Border
4EO VDUIr27,1,64i
49O VDUSTEND
5OO DEFPRoCbaT(Ieogth,data) !REtr print tm6 Bar, Zom

5lo FoRN=l TO length
52O VDUl I d.tai
53O NEXT
54O ENDPROC
EsO DEFPROCEhdTt
560 PRoCbar(1Ot255) rREts Print lmm Elack Bar
57O PROCbar(10,O) :REn Print lmm Uhite SpaEe
5BO ENDPROC
s?O DEFPRoclonq
AOO PROCbar(29,255) :REr Print zom Black Bar
A1O PROCbar(10,O) :REil Print thm White Sp.ce
620 ENDPROC
A3o DEFPROCtop !REi Print top border
A4O FORA= 1 TO dark
650 VDUlr2Tr 1,90i lrLdot5, 1'HdotEi
660 PROCbar(dotsrT)
670 VDUIr&OD
AEO NEXT
690 VDU1,&OD,t,&OA
7OO ENDPFOC
71O DEFPROCbottom !REn print bottom border
72O FOR A=l TO dark
7JO VDU1r27, 1r90! 1 | LdotEt I rHdotEi
74O PROCbar (dots | 224)
75O VDUIr&OD
760 NEXT
77O ENDPROC
7BO REr O=Thin Bar
7?O BEr l=Thick Bar
BOO DATA O :REX Reterence Ear
B1O DATA O,l!l,O,1rttoto :REr Ear Code Dat., nex 14
B2O DATA9!REn Bar Code Data Delineter

Listing 1 BBC Basic program to print bar codes

Master and (if you're lucky) on the Archimedes as

well. It has been written to work with any Epson or
compatible printer with quad density bit image
mode such as the RX80, FX80 and LQ100.

The REM statements need not be typed in but
are included to help anyone convert the program

THE PROGRAM
VDUl is the command to ssfid the next character or

number to the Einter only, The equivalern to line 240
(VDU1, 27, l, 90, L dots, l, Hdots;) in Microsoft Basic

shown in line 250 (LPBINT CHft$(27); CHfl$(90);

CHR$(Ldots); CHR$(Hdots);).

When a procedure is called as in line 270
(Pff0Cbar(30,255)), the two values in brackets are

assigned to the variables identified in that procedure's

definition - line 500 (DEFPFOCbar (length, data)), So

length : 30 and data = 255.
The 0ATA statements starting al line 800 hsld the

binary data for the bar code. line 800 hofds the data for

the Reference Bar, line 820 holds the va[ue I whieh
informs the program when all the data has been tead.

Both these values should not be altered. tine 81 0 holds

the actual data for ths code as set up on the prooram'

ming switches, and produce your personal bar c0de.

Fig. 13 Circuit connection for the HBCSl 1 1O
opto sensor

USING THE HBCSll1O
OPTO SENSOR

For anybody wishing to use lhe more expensive Hewlett
Packard sensor, the pin connections are shown in Fig.
'13. The circtit in Fig, 13 shows how to Gonnect the
device to the pre-amp using lhree extra r€sisiors * note
that Rl0B should also be changed to 100k.

To make use of the improved resolution, the
integrator time constants will have to be changed lfthe
bar thickness is halved then C7 and C8 must be halved
(from 2200p to 1000p) and use polystyrene 0r m0n0-

Iithic ceramic rather than normal ceramics (which may
cause the reference integrator to drift throuqh leakagef

0bviousty the barcode printing program will require
altering to produce narrower bars.

to run on something else. See also the program
notes in The Program.

If you can't print out your own codes, then a
draughting pen and white paper can be used. But
make sure the bar widths are accurate - the white
spaces between are less critical except for the one
between the reference bar and the first code bar.

Easier still use Letraset or the crepe tracks for
PCB layouts.

Whatever you use, the only way of encap-
sulating the code is the legendary Prontapouch
plastic pouches. This produces a small waterproof
flexible key that is very easy to lose, so you had
better make a couple of spares now you've got the
hang of it! 

@

BUYLINES
Most of the components used in this project should be
available Irom your usual supplier.

ln the prototype the following componEnts were
obtained from Electromail: BUZZ1 (order code 249-
794), SWl (336.6801, SWz (337-548), the red fitter
(307-9131, SENSI (307.913). Elecrromail, P0 Box 33,
Corby, Northants NNlT 9EL. Tet: (0536) 2045b5.

The sensor type is 0P87030 and is also ayaitable
from other suppliers.

Note lhat the red lilter should not be more than 1 mm
th ick.

The more expensive llBSCll00 opto sensor is
availabte from Farnel[ (Tet: {0532) 636311} or fryim
Trilosic (Tel: (0274) 684289).

The Prontapouches are available at any Proniaprinr
shop - check your Yellow Pages 0r Thomson Local
0irectory.
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ETI Photocopy Service

9 Hall Road
Hemel Hempstead
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ff cor.rsrRucroR SERTES seEAKER Ktrs
Based on the famous Kef
Reference Series, these three
DIY designs give the home
constructor the
opponunity to own an

ffiH';:llil'":l'Jn"
drive units, crossover

networks, wadding, grille fabric, lerminals, nuts, bolts etc.
Model CS1 is based on the Relerence 10.1, CS3 is

equivalent to the Rel. 103.2 and CS9 is based on the
Reference 105.2 (but in a conventionally styled encl.).

C_Sl t117 pair inc. VAT ptus carr/ins E6
CS3 8143 palr tnc. VAT dlus carr/ins 812
CSg e393 pair inc. VAT btus carr/ins Elg

We also offer a kit (less cabinet) for Elector pL30l

El Ugntning service on telephonad credit card orders! E
WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SKg 1AS Tet: 0625 529599

Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi.
(Closed all day Mondays)

DIY Speaker catalogue C1 .50 post free (export $6)

- no electronic
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19" RACK CASES
[or inslrumenls high quality amptrfters and many other applicatrons lhat oemandnd prolessionat Itnrsh r New rmproved construciron ano iioisn * Btack anodised
f ront panets r Separare rront mciunrrng pLi;, ;;'iii.;;;;;"" visibte on the trontde of the encrosure r Heavy gauge t;ont panet,s oioiu-sii"o atuminium ltnlshwith.two prcfessionat handt6sl.wlih u"nr,riron sriti"iJiiaiii" re"t * n""r oo*red f rom 1.1 mm steel finished in utack. nacr, mouiiin-g;r'tiellranoing. Comes inmbly llat package spare front panets avattable 

--

Order Code Panel Size Rear BoxwH(inch) w H D weightFrice

19.10- 19'175 17,t5^t0 24tg 23.502U-10 19 '35 rz,:o . 16 Z.Sxi 2a.gg3u-10 ls. s25 ;z i6,,0 .t.sxg is,io

15olo discount onf u--t o 2u-10 3U-i owith this advert.
19,3.5 .17 y 3.0 x 12 3.3ko
19, 5.25 17 ' 5.0' 12 4.0k6'19 " 7.0 17 " 6.5 , .tZ +.AX6

2U-12
3U-12
4U-12

225.
927.50
829.95

Please add €3 00 p&p for the first item and 11 50 for eaoh additional itemNo VAT to be added to the once.

TEST EQUIPMENTS

C83A Digital Power (0/35 Votts 1 5 A)
C83B Digital Power I A)
C89A Function Gen XF,iy
C86A 60 MHz Coun
C87^AAulor-anging Capacitance Meter (0 1 pF to 99 9 mF)
MV338 Metal-mains detector

A range of low cos ity, metal cased laboratory
instruments. Mains o easily portable. please ad8
!3.00 p/p per item (fl B).

]o .cheque/postal order. euantity discount available Customers who

ffi"Q 
jnformation please send S.A.E. Trade ana oversei! orders welcome.

T.J.A. DEVE!.OPMENTS
.Dept. ETl, lg Welbeck Road,
Harrow, Middlesex HA2 ORN.

[49.50
[40.50
e43.50
e55.50
e55.50
e4.99
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TOP NOTCH
UIPROVEAIEI,{7S
ack in ETI February-April 1987, I
described a high sensitivity low noise
and distortion FM tuner circuit. The
constructional kit now available gives
a performance which is if anything

better than my prototype, mainly I think to more
effective internal screening and more careful
choice of earthing points 

- an important point in
any RF circuitry.

However, in any circuitry there are always

Alternatively, the recovered 38kHz signal can
be used as a switching waveform to route the total
20Hz-53kHz output from the FM demodulator to
either one channel or the other. The result is the
same as for the matrix system but is much simpler
and therefore more popular

For both systems the phase of the recovered
38kHz subcarrier must be accurately related to the
pilot tone - particularly important for the switch-
ing method.

The snag is that the switching method works
best with a squarewave subcarrier, which contains
third and fifth harmonics. These harmonics - at
ll4kHz and l9lkHz will quite happily
demodulate any wideband noise products
occurring round these frequencies as additional
audio noise.

What is required is a filter which has a flat
frequency response from 2OHz to 53kHz and a
good cut-off at say 100kHz to remove all possible
noise products based on llfikHz or other
harmonics of 38kHz. The filter must also not
greatly alter the phase of the L-R modulation
significantly in relation to the 38kHz subcarrier.

Unfortunately there is no such thing as a low-
pass or highpass filter which doesn,t cause an
a,ssociated phase shift as a function of frequency.
Generally, the more eflective the filter and the
sharper the cut-off slope, the larger that phase shift
will be.

separation.
The final layout of the stereo decoder incor_

I

areas of conflicting requirements where some
compromise is necessary. One of these areas is the
input HF (ultrasonic) filtering which precedes the
stereo decoder system.

-The update provided here develops a steep
cut filter that may be ofgeneral interestio readers
quite apart from its intended application in the FM
decoder.

A Good Reception

prevent an unwanted
into the mono receptio
distortion 19kHz'pilot
signal to enable the
regenerated at the receiver if required.

NOTE:
01 = 8C184
a2 = 8c214

R1
4k7

Fig. 2 Parallel T input filter circuit
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Fig. 4 Basic parallel T notch filter Fig. 6 Bootstrap circuit for parallel T

Fig. 5 Parallel T transmission characteristics Fig. 7 Effect of lag components R" and C,

HOW IT WORKS

7

AFTERTHOUGHTS

A simpte 'parall€l T' circuit of the kind shown in Fig. 4

will give a 'notch' in the frequency respoflse, as shown in

Fig. 5a. al a frequency given by

There was a misprint in the values shown lor C63 and

C64, in the original article, (Fig.6, page36, April 1987).
The correct value for these should he 330p.

I have also amended a few other values in the light oI
experience Components fl8, R7 and RVI have heen
altered to give a rather higher gain in thd decoder unit
(to suit the characteristics of ths CA3'l 891 and f2 has
been altered to slightly increase,the mean 0C level ol
the signal channet. I have also tidied up the switching
arrangements for the slereo image width' selector
sw2.

Apart from this and the output DCblockingcapacitors
CI2,16, the only changes in Fig. I are thos€ brought
about by the modilication to the input HF filter circuit.

With the amended input lilter circuit, it is probable
that the maximum channe[ $eparation will he given with
8V2 set at, or near to, its minimum resistance value.

Fo=
2n RC

assurning that it is driven from a low source impedance,

and that the load impedance is very high

lf the 'I circut is 'bootstrapped,' as shown in Fig.

6, the steopness of the noteh can be increased, as

shown in Fig. 5h, to an amounl detetmined by the output

signal {ed back hy RVz. This 6an be convsrted into a 'low-

pass' filter by the additional components Rx and Cy,

which give the kind of lrequency response shown in Fig.

11rlttr
E'
Htrl
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,STE 
B EO

SEPARATION
R26
2k2

NOTEi
lc1 = tvlCl3l0
lc2 = cD4013
O1,1 1.14 = 8C184
02,'12,15 = 8C214
03 = MPSA-I2
O4,5 = BC2'12
06,7 = 8C182
o8.9 = 2N567
ZD] = 12V ZENER
2D2 = 6V2 ZENER

c21
22On

-{F
c23

R97
1 t\40

c15
22n

P.22
1k2

 n/^a I J- cr4
e17 I ) 

-22OOo

er'+,+ff3

15p

R3
39k

Fig. 8 Circuit diagram of the updated stereo decoder

Fig. 9 Component overlay of the updated stereo decoder



PARTS LIST
RESIST0BS (alt %W 5% unlesr spocified!

R2 33k

R3, 13, r9 39k
'100k

47k
470R
10k
330H
1k0

zzak
3k3

R16, 22 1k2

Rl 7, 23 2k7

R25. 26 2k2

827 1 00ff

R28, 91 4k7

829, 31 lko
R30, 35 2808

fl32 l 20H

833,40, C5 21k
R34, S2, 33, 94, 38 1 5k

R36 22k

812
cr3
c18,2$
t17

cr8
c1s,20
c21,22
C?5

c26

c28
c63, 84

c73

SELllC0t{DUCToBS
rcl
tcz
01, 11. 14

02.12, 15

03
04, 5

06, 7

08, I
zD1
zl2
LED 1

470p
470i
470n
100p 16V

eleetrolytic
4n]-

47*
220n
2p2 16V axial

electrolytic
640p 16V axial
eleolrolytic
1 00n
33 0p

l5p

MC1310
cD401 3
8C184
BC21 4
MPSA-12

8C212
8C182
2N5457
I 2V zener

6V2 zener

panel mounting LED

Most components are easily available but Hart

Electronic (its (0691 S52894) can supply atl

components in the design, Hart also produces the

complete kit for John Linstey Hood's AM/FM tuner.

R4

R6, 15, 21

R7

R8, 3e
R9

R10

RI1,12
Hl4,20

R37

R38

R4l

6k8
3k9
Ik5

fis6,97 1M0

CAPACITORS
c1, 5, 6

c2
C3

c7, 8,68.89,70,71,72
c9, 24
cl0, 14
ct 1. 15

47p 16V axial

electrolytic
0.47p
270n
1 00p
470p
2nZ
22n

fiilscELLAilE0us
SW], 2 SPST switches, as

aPProPriate

PCB. 15V power supply. Case. Cahle. Soekets

ete. Component numbering has been selected to

match the kits supptied by Hart and may

consequently aPPear a littte odd.

BUYLINES

AVO IRANSISTOR IESTER TT1 69

Handheld GO/NOGO lor in silu Testing. Complere wilh
Ealteries Leads & instuctions(P&P t3) unused f1 2 esch

AVO VALVE TESTEB CTl60 Suitcase style 22 Bases

0NLY {25 eEch {P&P f7)

DISK DRIVE PSU 240V 1 NrsV 1.64 & 1 2V 1.5A out Size

W125mm H75mm.O180mm CasedUn-used onlyfl0
(p&p t3)

OWERTY KEYBOARO las in LYNX N4|CRo) pusl to make

Cased . ... .. . ... .. .. . f5 oach (P&P f3)
SWITCHED I\4ODE PSU 5V 4OA +/.1 2V 5A

', ',.','',,, ',.',.', ,,. '. ' ',,, '.',f30g8ch(p&p14)
OTHER SWlTCllE0 [roDE PSU available. re

olSK DRIVES 51/" - Double Sid€d. Dou 80

track ..... ,. .. 50

OSCILLOSCOPES
TELEOUIPMENT 083 Dual Trace 50t\'1Hz Delav Sweep'

Laroe TJbe will- ranual f350
coSson osc[roscopE cDUl 50. 0ual Trace 35\4Hz
De avsweeo OralSlale Po(ableBxlocrnDlsplay.W,th
Manual Now oNLY f1 80 e6ch

Optiona Front Plolectlon Cover Comaining 2 Probes &

viewrnoHood ..... .f10
s.f. UiAS St4t t t Oual rrace 1 SMHr Solid Stale Pod-

eble AC or Exlernal DC operalion 8x1ocm dlsplay with
Manua .. .. .. .. . . . f150
GOULD/ADvANCE 0S255 Dual Trace 15[4Hz f225
wnh Manual
IELEOUIPMENT D43 Dual Trace 1 5Ml'iz Wilh l\4anual

SCOPEX 4DIOA Dual Trace 1oMHz Wlh l\'lanual.

reirouipueri ssm si.fr"r,i.i ioroni. s.iiorsl.lr!
wrh 1ilanual ... . .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. . I90

NEW EOUIPMENT
H ace 60[rHz. Deiay

s . .. .. . ... f575
H al Trace 2ot'lHu.

c . .. ... . .f314
ble

iNALOGUE POCKET MULTINIETEBS Philips & Tavlor elc.

,!rthBaltenes&Leads .......fromf10

-qEGTIN CROSS HATCH GENEBATOR C[,460388
l,css halch/Grev Scale/8lank Ras??? Mains or BatterY

. lP&Pf3)un-usedfl8,Usedf12

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS 24OV INPUT

:-Jr'Out5O0vA f15(D&pf5) 100vA f6lp&p13l
::, OJr 50OVA f6 (p&p f5) 200VA f4 {D&p Ia)

':e 200 Sreos oer rev 4 Prase (5 wire) 12 24V
Tnro.re 25oi rnch wrll rul on 5V dill reouced
toToue .. .. .. . .. f15,00

,x 2 6/1 2 Steps per rev. 3 Phaso 1 2/24V (wlll work

20Hz'35KHz'

-u*il[,'3!
,rr; ut#"ill
do'.h;o'iS:;

; l:: l: fi3
LABGEAR Colour Bar Generator KG1 B Test Patterns.
(P&P14) . .. .. .. .. ... oNLYf40e.ch

BLACK STAR FFEOUENCY COUNTERS P&P f4
Meteor 100'100lvlHz ..

lVel6or 600-600N4H2 ..

lreteor 1000-1GHr .....
BLACK STAR JUPITOR

Sine/Squars/Triang e 0
BLACK STAR ORION, PA

GENERATOR ,.. ,. .,,, .,

igit Hand held 28 ranges

"*_::_:f:,fHil

OSCITLOSCOPES PRo8ES Swilched x1i x10 P&P f2
.... f11

Used eauipmeql - wllh 30 days guaraqtee lVanuals su
-r s s a VERY SMALL SAMP.E 0r SToCK. SAE or Telephone or Lisls

order'ng CABFIAGE all unrts f1 6 VAT to be added lo Total

E 110 wf[FAW+.H P'irT-=.tPJ,lUtor,,,. EI
Telephone: ozg4 6aocf collers welcoms gam - 5 30 pm Mon 'Fri (until I pm Thurs')

READERS

SERUICES
9 HALL ROAD, MAYLANDS WOOD ESTATE. HE\',I-E!
Hiivt-FsreAo,'Henrs. HP2 7BH. TEL: 0442' 41221

GAS
ATERT
OFFER

Price f 2.95. Order Code GA3

.'|1

.i"
:!

4-'
As f eaturcd in ETI March'88

To: ASP Readers Services' 9 Hall Road, Maylands Wood Estate' Hemel
HemPstead, Herts. HP2 7BH.

Please supply Order Code @ f

Order Code @ f

Order Code @ f
Totsl f

Please debtt my Access Account No
Please debil mY Sarclaycard Account No

I enclose my cheque,/P O payable to ASP Lid

Name

Address

ETI ]ULY 1988
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery OIfer applies to UK onlY
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l"u! Chappell
begtns construction
of his box of trichs

EVERY BREATH
YOU TAKE

easy. I found a nice little hand-held box with a cut_

caps . . . and I couidn't be entirely sure what the
answ
Iike t
burst
fitted
was broken straps and shirts over the floor. So
much for empirical methods.

cigare.ttes you first thought of and the result, I can
now definitely state, is a project.

off wi
the gene
boa use i
too. BCD
translates them into a suitable format for driving an
LCD display, or for three common cathode- or
common ano project uses
the LCD vers attery would
not be at all of supplying
current for th

Construction
The component overlay for the board is shown in
Fig. 1. The LCD display should be socketed intwo

cket strips - this
appear under the
more to the point

nearest pr eferr ed value: 330R.
If you

you've got,
1k0 resistor
is as bright

The Case



surplus plastic with a Stanley knife, is that you're
left with a small corner of pillar obstructing the top
left corner of the hole. The pillar is thick enough to
stand having a small notch filed into it, and this
completes the hole.

If you just want the breathing and heart-rate
functions, that completes the awkward part of
fitting out the case. The other two holes for the
input sockets are simply drilled at the opposite end
of the case. As long as you choose your positions
carefully so that the sockets don't foul either PCB,
there's no problem here. The LED holes (optional)
can be drilled almost angwhere at the blunt end of
the case - if the leads won't reach, just extend
them a little with some insulated wire.

If you intend to make use of the dream
stimulator and other attachments, there's more to
do yet. The monitor connects to the add-ons by
means of a 13-way cable, which is best connected
using a 15-way D plug and socket. This will look
better with the mounting flange behind the panel,
but then the flange can cover up a multitude of
wobbles if you're not 1007o confident of your hole-
making skills.

If you turn over the top section of the case,
you'll see that there's a mounting pillar just above
the battery compartment divider. The pillar isn't
used in the project (a good thing too, since it's just
about to be cut away), so there's no harm in drilling
up the centre of it to give a handy reference poini
for marking out the case. Once drilled, the hole
does two things. It marks the centre of the case, so
you can make the hole smack in the middle, and it
shows the position of the battery compartment
divider. If you cut away more than /6in below the
hole, you'll be in danger of slicing into a part of the

case you'd rather like to keep.
It's OK to make a rectangular hole, but if you

want to be a bit more fancy about it, angle the
edges to follow the shape of the socket. Even on
mass produced plastic mouldings for computers,
it's rare to see any attempt made to curve the
edges of the hole to fit the socket exactly. The
holes are almost always trapezoidal.

The positions for the fixing holes can be found
g the hole for the socket b
cribing through the holes
se completes the mechani

you can start down to assembling the electronic
parts.

Next month we'll complete the constructional
details and do the main board with its profusion of
ICs and TARDISIike dimensions.

PARTS LIST

AJ
ItrEnl

tT]rlFlRESISTOBS (all [W 5%]

Rl8-38 select for display {see text)

SEMIGONDUCTOBS
tcg,10, lt 4543

MISCETLAflEOUS

ICD or IED display {see text)

Fig. 2 Connections for LCD
or LED displays

DISPI
PCB Case

BUYLINES
Ihe case can be obtained from either Electronic
Temperature lnstrumenrs {0903} 202151 or from
Specialist Semiconductors at Founders Housg,
Redbrook. Monmouth. Gwent

ETI ]ULY 1988

ThcArchcr ZBC dDe
The SDS ARCHER - The 280 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEIvI users,

ThcDcvrnan 5EOOOcSDe
The SDS - The single board
computer d high tions.
* Extend urocar el & 2 serial

ports, battery backed CMOS RAM. EPROM. 2 counter-
timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optionalzero wait state half megabyte D-RAM.

* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

dhcrwcod Data dystcms Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3JX. Tel. 02814-5067
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AI,{ALOGLT T
COA/IPUTER

Paul Cuthbertson.
describes a small
simple-to-build
analogue computer
for education'or
experiment

present form the .r.,",ntluiuu'j i:ff ,tffi,&:-;in a number of ways in the lab.

Construction
Start assembly with the pSU. Mount all the pCB
components. first. Figure 4(a) shows tfr" ...ponent overlay for the )SU board.
1L ,Fit 

the wire links first. The bythe transformer for links. The O,one dia-gonal link from ncrthwe ;.
,120V, fit two links in a west_east direction. TheIink
eart The link by the

the ou intend fitting
system of controls.

making sure metal o,- )11"ff:['""#;il; r,j1.^?

right places.. Lastly, fit the transfor"m;; #';ir;power transistors on their heatsink.. T[" ].;;_sistors should be fixed to the heatsink;;i;;;
inserting and soldering to th" bou.dl'N;lilL;;;
is needed.

. Fit the board into the case with the trans_former to the rear and drill th";;r;il;;;.il,;
$1_ca9e base in line with tn" .ornitngii"r;"ii"
PCB. Drill a hote for the mains caLi;;ii;;;;#;;

rntegrated circurts have come to the rescue and wecan buil
although
and facili
siderable
consumption

_*- Ll" computer.. provides eight summing
amplrrrers, six coefficient multipliers and fourintegrators with over and under voit"s" iliI"tilIt is two boxes _ tf," po*#.rril'""athe itself - with a cable c;;;;fin,slii;
1y. can power a number of other ui;i. ifrne s to install extra connectors for this.

There are controls for SET 
".J HOL-fi;;;;power supply. The front panel of ttre computei israther more complex. There is ";;;;ilii"s;indic.a-tor, the four integrators, eight summiig

amplifiers, six coefficient multpliers a"nj ;i;H;;the +10V references,

. Such a small system is useful in a school orunrverslty laboratory or anywhere that experi_
ments are done on control systems una .u.ti.-"
-___Yllh"-gticians 

might ii[" to noJ"ltJii., it,
!.:..gnt rorm the computer will solve tin"u. aiif"._enrrat equations, but nct those which involve a

38
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HOW IT S(/ORKS: PSU

The power supply provides t7V and t'l5V for any

computer unit t0 use as wdll as the SET and H0[D
signals,

The circuits for positive and negative halves of the
PSU are practically identicat and are shown in Fig.1.

Preregulators, |C1,2 give t2V to power the PSU op-

amps as lhey cannot withstand the full unregulated
supply voltage (approximaEly t21V| across their
supply pins.

A reference supply of 5. l V is generated aeross Z0 l,
which is then applied to the op-amp lCS. When ttre
voltage at the wiper of RVl is equal to that of the
reference voltage, the feedback loop is in equilibrium.
Hswever if the output voltage tends to droop, the op-

amp drives negative, causing more currenttollowin the
series pass transistor 0l and thereby raising the output
voftage. Similarly if the output voltage rises, the op-amp
output goes positive, cutting down the currenl flowing in
the pass transistor.

Besistors R2,3 are chosen so the pass transistor is

able to cut off when the op-amp output is at or near the
op-amp supply voltage.

Very little current flows in the 0V line. lt isn't a power

supply line as such, but provides a 0V reference for
signals This resutls in quiet. stable operation.

A similar circuit derives the +'l 5V supply. A special
feature is that the l5V supply tracks the 7V supply. The

! 5V supply will not reach its full voltage ifthe 7V supply
is pulled down or has failed for any reason. This protects
the CM0S circuitry which uses the 7V supplies but which
may be fed from circuits employing the l5V supplies.
The tracking is accomplished by using the feedback
signal from the 7V supply as thE reference voltage for
the I 5V supply

The performance of the suppties as regards load

regulation and drilt is quite exceptionaf.

39ETI ]ULY I9B8



and.solder the neutral and earth wires directlv tothe board with the 1O0mA fr.; i; il;iilii"lrl
connection.

d after drilling
hes (SET and
D-connector,

in Fig. 5. The

can be made directry 
"'.i:TtE';Jrt.lxiox:U:connectors enable the board to be easily taklnfrom the case for repair or alteration.

Fig. 2 The -1O.OOV reference source

NOTE:
lC6 = %1M324

+10V
REF

Fig. 3 The voltage reference buffers

HOW IT WORKS:
VOLTAGE REFERENCE_

ii ,iio+ +

r the power supply

40
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BESIST0RS (all 5% t/oW unless speeified)
Bt,l 1 1k5

B?,6,r2.16 1k0

H4.14 1k5 l%
n5,s,15"19 4k7 1%

ft8,18 10k t%
RIB 68(1R

8k2
1k0 l%
sk1 1%

100k r%
rMo 1%

10k sub-miniature horiz presel
BV5 2k0 20.turn preset

CAPAClTOHS
C1,2 22001t 25Y radial electrolytic
C3.4 220p IOV radial electrol6ic
C5,8,11.12 I00nceramic
C6.7,S,10 l00p t6V radial electrolyrio

SEMlCOTIDUCTOBS

PARTS LIST: PSU

oooooo

Fig. 4(b) Wiring the socket and switches

HOW IT WORKS:
MULTIPLIERS

R20
R21

R22
R23

R24
RVI,4

rc1

It?
tcs,4

03,4
201,2

FS1

SK1

swl.2

7812
7912
1M324

TtPl 10

5Vl zener

tcs 741
01,2 TtPl 15

ZD3 2N423 vottage reference
BRl WOOS

LED 1 red LEO

MlscErtAirE0us
200mA fuse and holder
1 5-way female D'conngctor
Push to make switch

One of the coefficier*t multipliers is shown in Fig. 6.
These are simply potentiometers with a tuffer amplifier
on th€ output. The p{tentior*eter is fiounted oq a small
board at the {ront parel. The'op-am$s are on thc rnain
board. The cireuits fsr each are identieal and numter€d
90s-1 400.

Tl 15.0-15 lzVA PCB mounting mains
transformer

PC8, Case. 10220 heatsinks- Grommet. 6-way and 3-
way minicon PCB connectors. Wire. Nuts and bolts.

BUYLINES

Fig. 5 Wiring the PSU switches and D-connector

Most of the components lor this prolect are easily
a'railahle The transformer used and a complete kit of
parts for the whole computer is available from the
Grampian Electronic Components, 266 Clifton Road,
Aberdeen ABZ 2HY lIeI: 10224) 495549). Further
details are available from Grampian.

The PCB is available from the PCB service

HOW IT WORKS: INTEGRATOR
An integrator is shown in Fig. 7. The resistors R1500-
8V1500-81501 attenuate the incoming signal by a

factor of two to render it safe for use in the analogue
switch, lDl500. 8V1500 adiusts the iime constant of
the inteqrator. When the H0L0 pushbutton is released,
the analogue switch lCl a is closed, allowing a current to
flow in R1502. charging the parallel integrating
capacitors Cl 500, 1 501 and causing the outputvoltags
of op-amp lC l 502 to ramp. Pressing HOLD opens lCla
end integration stops. regardless ol the input voltage.

Pressing SET closes lCl501, shorts the integratiflg
capacitor and discharges it. The StT line also forces a

reset of the overvoltage circuit
lnitial conditions (the 'starting point' of the

integrator) are sumrned with the integrator output hy
!Cl503. When lCl502 output is at 0V, the initial
condilion voltage appears at lCl503 output inverted.

The four diodes connect to the overvottage circuit, Fig. 6 A coefficient multiplier

ETI ]ULY 1988
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HOW IT WORKS: SUMMING AMPS

Next month the
construction of the main
computer unit and use of
the whole system will be
described.

The inverting input of the op_amp (lCl00) is
maintained as a virtual earth point. The currents from all
the tnputs are summed at the inverting input of the op_

amp, The sum ol these curreat flows in the leedback
resistor (Rl l4).

on 05 and LED2

^.9r.r- 
to.llr hysteresis (positive feedback) applied by

R41.41, lCTc stays latched in the posirive condition.
even when the output of lCTa swings backpositive. R40
qlsurgs lh9 inverring input of lCTc stays ar0Vwhen not
rlrsturbed by an overvolt condition. Should the SET
button now he pressed, *7V is applied t, tf,e anrt. oi
D3. causing the latch lCTc to be'riset, trrfli;toff L;:

Negative voltages out of range are dealt *iih in th,,,9r.r *:y.with lCTh output swinging negative. The
0r00es tred to the overvolt rails provide an analogue
wired-0R. prevenring rhe moniiored circuits iim
rntertering with one another. Sections of the integrators
which are powered from *7V {and cannot n,,rprrieJ
to. attain tl0V!) are tied to the 7V overvolt r,uifr, aff
others are tied to the I 5V overvoft rails_

HOW IT WORKS: OVERVOLTAGE

rN1

lN2

rN3

tN4

rN5

B l55i
3Sk

Fig. 8 A sxl , 2xlO summing amplifier
.SEE TEXT

R 108
rM0
R109
1M0
R110
'l r\40

B't11
1M0
Rl12
100k

SUMMING INPUT
AMP RESISTORS

IMo t00k

5Xl, 2X10 Five Two
3X l Three
2X1 , 1X10 Two One

Bt 07
(207 . . .l
VATUE

39k
330k
82k

Table 1 R107 values for different summing
amplifiers

I

15V POSITIVE
OVERVOLT +7V

R36
33k

7V POSITIVE
OVERVOLT

FROM SET
SWITCH

OVER
VOLT Ii LEO2

R44
680R
0.25W

7V NEGATIVE
OVE BVO LT

15V NEGATIVE
OVERVOLT

Fig. 9 The overvoltage warning circuit
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For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics Dept. (T7E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Tel:051-645 3391

Go as fast or as slowly as your {unds and enthusiasm permit

lvlade for tho inside. Full circuit
diagrams and honestly, can you
really use a co w what's inside and
nobody will tell you?

Solid engineering construction - something to be proud ot 19" 3U
rack mounting, plus in circuit boards and modular construction
keeps obsolescence at bay

Flourishing lndependent Users Group, and newslelter. l-{undreds of
programes on disk at little or no cost lrom the Users Group.
Program in machine code (Assembleo, Basic, "C", Forth, etc
Database, word Processinq, Scientif ic applications.

Cassette tape operation or disk (up to 4 drives, 1 Megabyte 3.5"
available from us, but you can add 3", 5.25", 8" if you want). Disk
operating system CPli,/ Plus

64K RAM, 280 based at present with potential lor expansion to a 16
Megabytes address space and Zilog's latest 280280 in ihe tuture
Needs no specialised knowledge to construct, and we will happily
qet you out of a iam if you get into one

Availability o,f personal and individual after sales service, imposs
to obtain from large companies, who are only after your money
Security of supply - from Greenbank Electronics, established
in 1970

Greenbank

WHEN YOU CAN'T FlND IT ELSEWHERE
WE'LL HAVE IT!

'rom the U,K's number one 1000/o components shop - n: a -- c(a .3
gadgets, no computers, just millions of components al eas i 1,2 .i . ! I
mail order, calling at shop, or credit card teiephone oroers - r3: c . I - : - :
or a pen, to get the catalogue (no SAE required) - posiec FREE :: :^;

country on the globe

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LIMITED
40 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 01 450 0995 & 01 452 0161 Telex: 914977

BUILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER

INTERAK can be commenced with the minimum of outlay Bare
boards from 010 95; beg borrow or steal the components, or buy
from us - all parts available separately. No special or cuslom chips
(ie PALS, ULAs, ASICs etc) used - no secrets

Interak 1

g

GRIffi0I)
WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR OUR FREE,

SPR'NG
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

ETI ]ULY ]98E
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SOLAR CETLS
I :-' : :: 3l-- d a giving 0 35V 1 1A
. -:: -: f4 each; '1 0+ f3 50
','::i : := - l)l . 3OOmm These incor
:--'.-.. a .:ss screen and backing panel,
,. :- , -:. :.a.f;ed l2V 200mA outpul'. r --ri- f24.oo

Z81O KEYBOARO Really smart alpha
---.' ; siandard qwerty keyboard with
:::::a;e numeric keypad, from ICL's'Oner:. i?sk N cely laid out keys with good
:::i r9 leel Not encoded matrix output
'-:- rCB taken to 20 way ribbon cable
'.':c. cy A ps Size 333 x l06mm 73 keys

f 8.95
2004 Skeleton Joystick, switch type
:roc quality, made by AB Brass spindle
-as 44mm long black plastic handle
.::.ched Body has 4 mounting holes
--ese really are a fantastic bargain!!

oNLY fl 00
ENTERPRISE PANELS
2658 PCB 325 x i 58 with 64k oI RAM (8 x
L864t, ZSOA microprocessor + 21 other
cl ps, UHF modulator, speaker etc ROM

"no \.ck and or Dave chips missrng
supplred with cct and data f8,OO

1 988 CATALOGUE
OUT NOW 88 pages oi bargains from
resistors to disco mixers Price includes
latest bargain list. discount vouchers,
order form Don't be without your copy -
send f1 00 nowl!

* STAR BUY *
GREEN SCREEN HI.RES 12"
MONITOR CHASSIS
B rand new and complete except for case.
the super high definition (1000 lines at
centre) makes this monitor ideal Ior
computer applications Operates from
1 2V DC at 1 1A Supplied complete with
circuit diagram and 2 pots for
brilliance/contrast, & connecting
instruclions Standard input from IBM
machines, slight mod (details included)
for other computers

Only f24.95 + f3 carr

SWITCH MODE PSU'S
Just arrived - a quantity of Advance high
power PSU's - Fulldetails on Bargain list
39
OF482 130W unit: 5V @ 154/12V @
4A: -12Y @ 2A: -5V @ 1A (lisl f 1 1O)

f35 00
P350 250W unit: 5V @ 5OA (lisi f '190)

f60.oo
Hiflex 750W unit: 5V @ 130A; 12V @
20A (List f800= f250.OO
Hiflex 1000W unit: 5V @ 2004 (list
f800) f2so.oo
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTEB
ZAA25 Plessey PN4E68-1 B high
per{ormance board 16 bit 68000 CPU,
128K DRAM, 16K EPROM Real time
clock, 3 serial and 1 parallel 1./0
inlerfaces 1 85 page manual Brand new
and boxed Originally over f1000 Our
price f 150.00.
Manual f1 0 returnable deposit

ANALOGUE 1/O SYSTEM
28826 Phillips PG3650 Compatible
wilh and directly interfaces to the VMR
bus above Features: High & Low level
inputs, 32 single ended or 1 6 diff, inputs
Address selectable with whole l6fvlByte
memory space 12 bit resolution AMP
gains l-10OO 30 page manual Brand
new and boxed flOO 00.
Manual f5 returnable deposil

INTERFACE
28827 Diecast box 150 x 80 x 50mm
Mounted centrally on top is a 25 way D
type socket This is wired to a PCB within
which has 12 x 20mm wire ended fuses
& 24 12V 1W zener diodes A 1 3 core
lead 2m long from this board terminates
in a 25W D plug There is also a seperate
earth lead f4.OO.
SET TOP CONVERTER
28828 Made by Thorn EMl, this was
used to receive cable television 2 part
aluminium case 21 1x158x82mm (no
front panel) conlains 2 PCB's (a) control
board with multi way switch, dual 7 Seg
plug in display + a couple of chips (b)
main board with mains transformer.
tuner, RF section etc Rear panel has
input and output sockets 2m mains lead
with moulded on 134 plug f 9.00.
SPEECH SYNTH KIT
231 6 All parts inc PBCto makea speech
synth for the BBC micro f4.99
2316 De-luxe version also includes
V216 case. 1m 20W cable + connecttr

VIEWDATA LTU
2697 lnterface Panel 166 x 150 with 3 x
1M324, LtVl339, 1M393, 4066, 11
transistors, 3 reed relays etc 3m lead
with BT plug attached Supplied with
comprehensive data and ccts f2.9O
All prices include VAT; just add f1 00
P&P Min Access f5 No CWO min
Official Orders from schools welcome
min invoice charge f 10 Our shop has
enormous stocks of components and is
open9-5 30Mon -Sat Comeandseeus!

GREENU'ELD

HOW TO CONTACT US:
By post using the address below; by
phone (0703) 772501 or 783740
(ansaphone out oJ business hours); by
Fax (07O3) 787555 by EMail: Telecom
Gold 72:MAG36O26; by Telex 265871
MONREF G quotins 72:MAG36026

f43r rttlBRoor( RoAD
sourHttProx sot oHx

24069 STEREO HEADPHONES _ Hi,Fi,
compact, fold-up Amazing value f 1.95
24071 MAP LIGHT - ln car use with
magnet and magnifier, curly lead and;

2345 OPTICAL SHAFT ENCODER Sim to
RS631 -632, but 80% cheaperl f8.50,JIMMY'
Exciting e ectronic football game originally
sold for fl9 95, but this price included
plast c grandstand, stlckers etc We can
supply the 42O x 93mm neatly cased
electron cs comprising keypad either end,
14 x 5mm red LED's ( players') TMS1000
chro programmed to make odd noises
wh lst p aying and a tune when a goal is
scored, also 2'7seg LED's to keep score
Cardboard pLtch' - instructions supplied

f5 00
lM358's for 5p{
2347 1,.1M358 op amps surlace
mouited on ceramlc substrate, easily
re-oved 5 panels for fl,OO
TELETEXT PANEL
ZO37 265 r 1 45mm by GEC Uses 80854,
81 55 8255A 8251 ,8212 ail bY intel 2 x
21i4 2, iC5501 - custom chips + 10
orhers \ .ad back up New f9.9O
PBESTEL UNIT
2819 Brard .ew & boxed with ieads, T
adeoic. a..J ^si.!ci ons Only one snag -
rhe'e-r:9 ao.iol s missrng, Wooden
cab"e: 3a7 , i8l ,100mm lMains
ooera::c Cic ::v e 8T plug Made by Ayr,
iv'lcds } f22.OO

COMMODOHE INTERFACE
ZO30 . -;s - :c rser pcrt on C64 and
g.,:: :.' : :-:n-i rc 5 pin p ug Uses
272aa aaa2 - _s & cMos f5 95

SOLDER SPECIAL!!
i' 15\.'v 24CV ac soldering iron
* ! gr 3svvsl desolder pump

* -arge tube solder
ALL FOR
f7.95
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LOGICALLY
SPEAKIA{G

is the bare

Construction

PARTS LIST
RfsrsroBs (5% yMt

,

l

I

RI 470R

SEMIGOIIDUCTOBS
tcl 7400
LEDl Common anode 7-segment display

MISCETTAIIEOUS
PCB or stripboard. probe tip. Red and black crocodile
clips. Connecting wire. Suitable case.

ne of the more difficult aspects of
electronics is dealing with an errant
circuit. What to do when things go
wrong? Some test gear is essential

(e) (b)
(c)

Fig. 1 The logic probe,s display

l-_t! lf
l,l1
l.;; l

ffi
{-J

fiS. J [re component overlay
for the PCB probe
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Fig. 3 The component overlay and track cut positions for the stripboard version

BUYLINES
No problems with this gne. The LED display is available"

from many sources inctuding Maptin (part No f ffi6P).
The PCB is available from the ETI PCB Service. See P0l

of this issue for details.

getting the etching tank out!
There are very few components for this

project and so order of assembly hardly matters at
all. Make the stripboard track cuts carefully and
check the positioning of each component before
soldering.

Leave soldering the LED display until last as
this is the most easily damaged component and the
most expensive. Go easy with the soldering iron
when you come to it and leave it to coola little after
soldering each pin.

There is no need to use an IC socket for IC1 as

ihese chips are so cheap that you would have to
damage a couple before recovering the cost of the
socket.

Probing Stuff
The most difficult aspects of assembling this
project are the mechanical ones - what to use for
the probe tip itself and what to house the
completed board in.

A large darning needle was used for the proto-

rype probe. This serves quite well but is a little
r,.icious. A few inches from the pointed end of a

metal knitting needle would perhaps be the ideal.
Whatever is used for the probe tip, be sure to

solder it firmly into position as all the strain of
stabbing at the errant circuit is taken at this solder
:oint

Any convenient small case can be used to
:ouse the probe. After some searching, the proto-
:-!-pe was finally dressed in the wide and colourful
:lastic body of a highlighter felt tip pen with the
:robe projecting where the nib once was and the
:',i'o flying leads protruding from the pen top.

In Use
Oi course we hope you never have to use this
::oiect! However, assuming the worst happens,
..:rrply attach the red crocodile clip to a part of the
:lrcuit connected to the positive supply (5V) and
:::e black ciip to the earth (0V). Touching the
::obe tip to any part o{ the circuit will now display 0
:or a low logic level, 1 for a high level and P for a
:uising voltage.

ETI ]ULY 1988

Fig. 4 The standard labelling of a

7-segment display

Fig. 5 The circuit diagram of the probe

HOW IT WORKS
The circuit diagram of tie logic probe is simple in the

efireme and is given in Fig. 5 The one IC is a quad

NAND gale tC containing lour HAND gates otwhich only

thres are used. All of *tese have their two inputs con-

nected together to be used as inverters. Whatever [ogic

level is presenled at the input is reversed at the output

- a high level { I ) input glves a low level{0} output and

vEe versa

lf the probe lconflected to point A) is touched to a

high Ievel voltage then NAHD gate lCl a inverts this to

give a low at poinl B u*rich allows ouIrent to flowlrom

ihe suppty, through current timitinq resistor 81. and tEO

segment e (lighting it) to the point B.

When the probe is low, point B is higt and atthe same

potentiai as the supply, so no current can flow through

segment e.

The gates b and c invert the probe sighal agai* and so

wtren the probe is high, point C is tow and poiflt P high,

extinguishing segments a, b and g. When thu probe is

low these three segments light.
Segment f is always lit and seomelts c, d and the

decimal p oint are not used. So the two possible segment

patterns (see fig. 3) depend on the vslteqe at the probe

tip.
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rcs

KI7s

PB D

OB
IN

* POWEB SUPPLY KIT

I 25l3-0_Watt MOSFET Audio power Amplifier 4_8 Ohms Kit
e21.97 Fi/Buitt 826.00I J0 Channel Variabte Speed running light Kit drives LE or
Marns tamps lnctudes LED disptaf b6arO anO LEb ra sKit tl5.89 R/Buitt 819.1sf ins lamps

jrr 0
te 5,12,

r tz.t1I olt opp R F Linear power Amolif ier for
Kit t26.66 R/Buitt E31.66I generator g-12v operalion Kit 85.50

I Miniature FM Transmitter, 60 i45MHz Kit e6.95 R/Built
88.9s

f 3}Vatt FIV Transmitter, BO_t OBMHz Kit 813.99 R/Built
818.99

f 300-Watt Light Dimmer un,t tor 240 vort marns tighls Kit
96.95 R/Buitt elo.9sI 4 Cod.e 

-D_igilai 
Code unrt plus Key pad _ Select own code 9

vort Kit [16.31 H/Buitr E-19.9SI onic LoudspeaKer Overload orotector
1.40 R/Buitt t15.40I indicator 5 to t2dB range Kit t13.63

f 18 Watt CarlHome powerAmp j2-V Kit 814.50 R/Built
816.80I Amplifie-r Power Meter: lO LED indicator from 0.25-.100 Wattlnput 9 vott operation Kir fl2.94 nfeuift ii+.g4.- "" '

I Light sensitive relay unit: variable
sensitivity trigger control
senses iight or dark -

I Wrreless FM Dupler tereohone _ solo n pa,rs for
Ultrce/Home t54.00

I Hrgh quality touch dimmer
500w El2.99

I Mains Wiring and ft/etal

Telex 87883{ FM 647204

f All Kits uli comoonenrs I Ail
prices inc an g r b"eiseas;ide,,a{! !07" pr 6eque oi i;ilib;"'
Zenith Electronics Deot. I

14 Cortlandt Busiil;s-dnir,i
Hailsham, East Susex, UK BN27 1AE
TelEhone (0323)847973

MULTI]IIETERS

Cirkit
Affordable Accuracy
A comprehensive range of
quality Multimeters at very
competitive prices

DIGITAI.
AJI models feature full ranges,large 3lz
digit LCD, low battery indication, auto
zero and auto polarity, strong ABS
casing, l0 Amp range (except DM105),
overload protection. prices lrom €2 1.50
to €65 00 Battery, spare fuse, test leads
and manual included with each model

ANAI,OGUE
A choice of four meters with prices rcnging
from €5.50 to €2l.OO, with DC sensiiivities
from zkf,W to 3okfw AII models include
battery, test Ieads and manual

Please add 15% VAT to all
prices and 70p for post and
packing-

HC774 c [31.00
A compact, pocket sized autoranging
muliimeter fealuring; 200mV- 1kV DC
volts, 200mV-750V AC volts, ZOOmA
and l0A DC or AC curreni, hrEh and
Iow cu(enl resistance ranoes
2k 2MO and ZOO-ZOOIO,'iO--
LCD, display memory and hold,
auto/manual range selection and
basic accuracy of O 5%

NEW LOW PRICE!
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DCP
RESULTS

he competition in the February 1988 issue to
win one of DCP Microdevelopments' inter-
facing modules, the Interpacks, attracted a
high standard of entry.

The winning idea for the most original
application for an Interpack module wasand ingenious application for an module was

from Neil Connor of Glasgow (though currently in
Oman) who suggested connecting hospital patients'
ECG signals to a computer through the ADC of an Inter-
pack 1 where they could be selected and monitored on
screen and an alarm automatically raised if certain limits
exceeded. An Interpack 1 and aBBC micro Intercard has
been despatched to Mr Connor.

DCP was so impressed by the entries that two extra
runners up prizes of 810 discount vouchers for DCP
products have also been awarded to Simon Green of
Ashford and J H Greenstein of Liverpool.

Our thanks to all who entered and our congratula-
tions to the winners.

BAR CODED

Send_in your entry to arrive before 1st July to:
Bar Code Competition
ETI
1 Golden Square
London W1R 3AB

DERS

! rotal f,,..,... (Please make ctrequeo payabte to ASp Ltd.)

! YearuRequircd- 198........198........198..,.....19&.......

FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION

Addrecs.............

Pl€e dlry 21 days lor delivery

l

l

eb-;

AUDII@KUTS lPreeosooru Gomnpomcrnts

d. .=
THE GENTLE GIANT

Described by one leading reviewer as a "gentle giant", the
3U case up-graded Virtuoso power amplifier must certainly
be the very best power amplifier available as a complete kit.
Based upon the latest research into Sound Ouality by
Graham Naulty using the highest quality audiophile com-
ponents available, the Virtuoso power amplifier sets new

standards in audio amplifier sonic performance.

BU!LD THIS AMPLIFIER YOURSELF AND
ENJOY IT'S SUPERB SOUND OUALITY.

Full circuit description in ETI April-June I g88

Complete kit available from AudioKits -
price f840 0O + fB p&p U.K.

NEW COMPONENTS
Contact AudioKits now for details of larger IKVA mains
transformer and special audiophile Ouality mains cables,
matching loud speaker cables and inter-connects of highest
quality. For full details of AudioKits components and kits

please send gx4 SAE (U.K.)/3 IRC's (Overseas) to:
AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS,

6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU.
TEL:0332 674929

NATI@NAII G@MP@NEMT GWB

50 33iB[Ii83.*'.gX
(rcs - TBANSTSTORS. DTODES)

ASSORTED (G <'l
CAPAC]TORS ZE U
(PTCOFARADS - 2m0uD

20 fffxt:?Js'" gx

2@@ nestsrons ra <l
n0@ D|ODESrurxeor B U

? MYSTERY gx

xo fi:i?s,l=-'. gx
(AT LEAST 5 HIGH . POWEB
TO 220 & TO3 TYPES)

P.O.or Chequo to: NAnONAL COMPONENT CLUB, DEPT ETt, HtcHER ANSFORD,
CASTLE CARY, SOMERSET BA7 7JG. ptease add 75p p & p but do not add VAT.

*FBEE CLUB MEMBERSH'P*

OF E ^rri{,INTE ES r- es.gs 
-rl

. srla ALIIY i inc. !
t-rl

l-r - - !- 
=-rrti-- r---- r

' Please supply . . Electronics Today lnternational II Binders €5.95 inc. P&P .
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Now James Main
hnows when the
Auon lady has
called

whether anyone's been at the door looking for me.
. Whatever your reason for being o"t,lt *outa
be useful to know how many p"opt" huj b""n utyour door when you weren,i aiound to uns*ei iti
. . This simple unit will count up to e9 cailers
(which is ample for most people, 

"nf"r. vou;i"bothered by double slazing ialeimenl) "rd,iiJ;;at the touch of a button *hen yo, s"t UuJ-ir.'

The Bells, The Bells
Doorbells come in all shapes, sizes and bell
voltages so it was felt an opto-isotuto, chip shouiJ

E{
LJ
ErlF-tEE
tr*

I

r.e you one of those people who
doesn't spend much time indoors? I
am. If I'm not working, I,m off down
the shops or taking the car for a run.
The end result is that I never know

. The unit will there-
door bell - AC or
esistor.

Figure 2 shows how the unit is connected to
your doorbell circuit.

Construction
tails of

by the
he ICs

you should really use
the 555C. Having said
was limited headroom

T
box w
tion. I
slide o

lCl = OPTO-ISOLATOR
lC2 = 21535

1C3,4 = 4026
D1 = 1N4O01

E

TEXT)

Fig. 1 The circuit diagram of the Bell Boy
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circuit board fits snugly into the upper half,
fastened by a single self-tapping screw at the
bottom. Two holes for the push switches at the top
and a small hole at the bottom for the bell
interconnection wire are the only other things
required.

Testing And Use
The first thing you need to ascertain is the voltage
your bell works at. Check this with a multimeter or
look at what it says on the battery or transformer.

For testing purposes, a spare PP3 can be used
as the bell input. Temporarily fit the corresponding
resistor (1k5) for R1. After checking carefully that
all the IC's are in the right way round, apply power.
Check that the Display button works. You should
see 00 on the display.

If nothing appears, switch off and check all
your connections again. Assuming everything is
OK, take out your spare PP3 and apply 9V across
the trigger input of the unit. Pin2 of IC2 should go
low when you do this.

Check the voltage on pin 3 (output) of lC2.
Don't worry if this is found to be high before you
apply a trigger, as the IC will trigger when you first
connect the power rail. Wait until the output goes
low, then apply a triggering voltage. Pin 3 will go
high for approximately 60 seconds. Check the
display, which should have incremented. Check
that pushing the reset returns the count to zero.
Finally, count up to ten and check that both digits
are working.

HOW IT TTORKS
The lult eircuit diagram is shown in Fig l. Belt voltages
of l.5V upwards can be accommodated hy selection of
the value of RI (see Table l lwhich is in series with the
internal diode of the opto-isolator, lC1.

D1 protects against excessive reverse voltages
appearing across thc internal diode which could damage
it. The input to the unit islaken directly from the bell 0n
buzzer.

When lCl is actiyated, the internal phoiotransistor
conducts, toking pin 2 oI lt2 lou lC2 is the CM0S
version of the popular 555 timer lC, using [ess current
and requiring fewer external components than a conven-
tional 555

lC2 is configured as a monostable multivibrator, with
a period of 60 seconds. A high to low transition on pin 2
triggers the lC, taking the output at pin 3 high, the rising
edge ol which increments counter/driver lC4. R3 and Gi
are the monostable timing components, the values ol
which you can play around with if you require a longer or
shorter delay

lC3 and lC4 are a pair of cascaded 4026 CM0S
counter/driver lCs. Each timing cycle oI lC2 witl clock
lC4. As lC4 changes from I to 0, a carry pulse is
produeed at pin 5 which clocks lC3 (the tens counteri,
and so on

Pins 15 of lC3 & lC4 are takenhlghtoreserthe couflt
to zero. When the unit is first connected, C2 charges via
R5 producing an initial reset pulse. Any subsequent
!'esets ar€ provlded by taking pins 15 high via push
srvilch SWI

For power saving, the display is normally disabled.
This does aot intefere with the counling operation
however, a+d the count can be displayed at any time by
taking pin 3 high via push switch SW2,

Resistors B6-fl 1 I form the series resistors to the dual
digit common cathode LE[) display. These are of a value
to keep power consumption to a minimurn whilst main-
taining a visible display.

Bell voltage R 1

1.5V 50R*
3.OV 300R
4.5V 600R
6.OV 900Rg.OV 1k5

12.OV 2k2
*Omit D1 and replace with a wire link
Table 1 Values of R1 for different bell
voltages

"tr
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Assuming you know your bell voltage, fit the
correct value (see Table 1) other',vise work your
way down from a high resistance until you find one
that works reliably. The value is not critical as the
opto-isolator will work over a wide range.

Wire the input leads directly across the trans-
ducer in the bell box If it doesn't work. reverse the
leads.

BUYLINES
Most of the pafis used ior the doorbell counter are
available from usual supoliers The optoisolator used in

the prototype *as from !tr'lapiin ipart no W1350) as was
the display {8Y66ltr and ihe case iYK248)

The PCB is arailahia frcnr the PCB service as usual.

TO OPTO.ISOLATOR

I

I

Fig. 2 Connecting the unit to your bell circuit
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The component overlay

PARTS LIST
BESISTORS (alt t/oW, 5%tRl See Table I
82 lt)k
R3 IOM
84, 5 33r
H6-1S 1k8

CAPAClrORS

11 3p3 63V axiat electrotyticD2 10p l6V rantalum

sEMtc0itDUCTof,S

l9l 0pto tsotator (see Buytines)tc? 4555
tc3, 4 4026
01 1N4001
LE0l dual digit comm0n cathode display

MISCETTAIIEOUS

91 pp3 batrery and ctipSWl SPST push switch
PCB. Case. Filter fu display. Bell wire. Nuts and bolrs.

Further Uses

counter erroneously.
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TEST GEAR
CIRCUITS

he 'traditional' audio signal generator
(a Wien bridge oscillator, thermistor
stabilisation to generate the sinewave
output and amplifier/clipping circuit to

- 
produce a squarewave signal) works

well but the thermistor required is both expensive
and difficult to obtain. Worthwhile if a genuinely
hi-fi sinewave output is required but otherwise
there are cheaper choices.

This design is of the Wien bridge/clipping
variety but uses an operational transconductance
amplifier as the basis of the stabilisation circuit.
The harmonic distortion is well under 1% over the
audio frequency range and there are no significant
variations in the output level over the full
frequency range (15H2 to 150kHz in four ranges).
The maximum output level is 1.5V peak-to-peak
for sinewave signals and 5V peak-to-peak for
squarewaves.

The familiar Wien network is present at the
front end of the circuit with RV1 giving continuous
runing over each range capacitors. These
capacitors should have an accuracy of5% or better
:o give good frequency setting accuracy on all
ranges using a single frequency scale and to ensure
:]rat there are no gaps in the frequency coverage.

For oscillation, the Wien network must
provide positive feedback over an amplifier with a
ircltage gain of at least three. However, a gain only
lactionally higher than this results in strong
cscillation and a clipped output. In practice the

only way of obtaining a consistent output level is to
use some form of automatic gain control circuit to
stabilise the circuit.

In this circuit IC2a operates as a standard
transconductance VCA circuit. The LM13500N
(and the almost identical LM13700N) have a built-
in output buffer that avoids the need for an
external buffer stage.

High input impedance is needed so that there
is minimal loading on the Wien network and IC1 is
accordingly used as a voltage follower at the input.
R9 biases lC2a for quite high gain and the circuit
oscillates strongly initially. Some of the output
signal is rectified, smoothed and fed to the base of
Ql'which biases it hard into conduction so it
diverts the bias current for lC2a, stopping the
oscillation. There is a negative feedback action in
force here and after a settling time of around two
seconds the circuit oscillates gently with a good
quality sinewave output signal. The feedback
accurately maintains the output level if there is anSr

shift in the amplifier's gain or a change in the losses
through the Wien network. Transconductance
amplifiers are not the most linear of devices but by
keeping the output level down to about 1.5V peak-
to-peak it is possible to obtain good distortion
performance.

IC2 is a dual device with its spare section used
as a high gain amp to clip the sinewave signal and
provide the squarewave output. SW3 is used to
select the desired waveform, RV2 is the volume
control attenuator and SW4 can be used to reduce
the output by 40dB.

i;ieE enerator

* = -!:13m0N OR 1M13700N
r': = 4A91

1988

SW3 C13r\ +rl47u
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Current Tracer
ost electronic service workis based
on voltage rather than current
checks for the very good reason
that current checks require a break
to be made in the circuit but

voltage tests do not.
A few commercial test instruments attempt to

make current checks as simple as the voltage
variety - the most sophisticated irse a Hall effeit

practice this means detecting voltages that will
often be less than a millivolt.

This method does not give exact measure_
resistance through the
e contacts between the
ll affect readings. How-
a current tracer of this

driving
aving a
suffice.
hat the

input could be of either polarity and might even be
AC.

the circuit as an offset. This is adjusted to zero the
meter with no input applied and Rg switched into
circuit (adjustment of RV1 is much easier if a multi-
turn type is used). Input resistor R4 is very low to
avoid stray pick up of electrical noise.

.. The _circuit requires dual balanced supply
rails, but IC 1 acts as a supply splitter to give +4.^5V
from a 9V battery.

When using the unit bear in mind that

LN
t-{
F{
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Pulse Generator

his circuit produces repetitive signals
with a wide range of pulse widths and
mark-space ratios - extremely useful
when developing and testing digital
circuits.

. Simple circuits based on C-R timing networks
have the drawback of possible inaccuiacies and

The pulse duration can be varied over the
same range but obviously the pulse width cannot
be greater than the time permitted for one com-
plete 

, output cycle! Antlphase outputs are
provided.

The circuit can be easily be extended to give
longer cycle and pulse times if desired.

Q1 provides a lMHz clock signal to IC3 which

one, providing a reset pulse to the flip/flop after a
period of time controlled by SW3 and SW4.

In order to obtain longer output cycle and
pulse times it is necessary only to adJ divider
stages into both counter circuits and to use

number of positions
ample, three extra
would extend the

maximum cycle/pulse times to some 900ms in
100ms increments.
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Ithough a multimeter is the standard
instrument for DC voltage checks,
there are alternatives. For difficult
(high impedance) circuits an elec-
tronic voltmeter or an oscilloscope

can be used. At the other end ofthe scale there is
the relatively recent development of the voltage
probe - a simple hand-held instrument with LEDs
forming a bargraph display.

The most simple circuits for probes are purely
passive and are of limited value in electronic testing
due to their low and inconstant input resistance.
Active circuits are more suitable for electronic
circuit testing but the most sophisticated of voltage
probes still provide only a very rough indication of
the voltage levels present. However, much voltage
testing (checking that a suitable supply voltage is
present for example) does not require great
precision of measurement and a voltage probe
used in context can be a very handy test
instrument.

This design has four LEDs with normal
voltage indication points of 2, 4, 6 and 10 volts with
an input attenuator that enables the sensitivity to
be doubled or halved. This enables DC voltages in
the range 1-20V to be gauged with reasonable
accuracy.

The unit has an input resistance of around
400k. While this does not compare well with an
digital multimeter, it compares quite well with a
decent analogue multimeter. The circuit incor-
porates overload and reverse polarity protection.

R1-3 and SW1 form the input attentuator
which has attenuation levels of 0, 5 and 12dB. Pro-
tection against excessive input voltages is
provided with D1 normally clipping the input at
about 8.2V and becoming an ordinary forward-

biased silicon diode to clip a reverse polarity
voltage input at about 0.65V.

The bargraph driver is based on quad op-amp
IC2, all four amplifiers operating as voltage
comparators. The inverting input of each com-
parator is fed with a relerence voltage and the
input voltage is fed to the non-inverting inputs, so
that an input voltage exceeding the reference level
will send the amp high and activate its LED
indicator. Reference voltages of 7,2,3 and 5V are
required. The 5V telerence is provided by
monolithic voltage regulator IC1 and the other
voltages are derived from this via a potential
divider (R5 to R8). Note the LM324 is used as it is
suitable for single supply rail operation.

F*tr
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Deluxe Voltage Frobe

ranges.
D5 provides the meter with overload protec_

tion and ZD 1,2 protect the circuit against e*l".rVL
input voltages.

R6
100k

R3
1k0

NOTE:
|C1,5 = CA3liloE
tc2 = TLC555P
lC3 = 40178E
lC4 = uA74lC
lC6 = 40168E
D1-5 = 1N4148
Zo1 .2 = BZYA9C4VT
LEDl4= REO LED
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his simple gadget is an in-circuit tran-
sistor checker. It alternately forward
biases the test device andshort circuits
its base and emitter terminals. An
LED indicator is connected in the

collector circuit of the transistor under test and
should flash if the device is serviceable.

The circuit has IC1 operating in the free
running astable mode with an output frequency of
a couple of Hz. SwitchingtransistorsQl andQ2 are
driven from its outputs, and these provide the
base-emitter short circuiting for PNP and NPN
devices respectively. R4 or R5 provides a forward
bias to the base terminal of the test transistor
during the half cycles when Q1 and Q2 are
switched off.

Separate LEDs are used for the NPN and
PNP modes. This helps to simplify the NPN/PNP
switching and reduces the risk of the unit being in-
advertently used while switched to the wrong
mode.

When making in-circuit tests it is important to
realise that components connected to the device
under test can affect results. This will sometimes
result in the LED not fully switching off and could
result in it not switching on properly (although this
never seems to happen in practice).

If the LED switches on and off properly it is
highly unlikeiy that the tested device is faulty.

If the LED fails to switch properly, check the
suspect transistor out of circuit to make quite sure
:r reallv is a'dud.'
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Please state Irade/Education
or Betail/mail order Send 9" x 4"
SAE f1 00 each or f] 50 for both

One of the ways we keep a check on rhe
advernsing that appears in the press. on
posters and in the cinema is by respondrng to
consumers' complarnts.

Any complarnt sent to us is considerej
carefuily and, if there's a case to ans*'er. a ful.
invesf,gahon is made.

If you think you've Sot good reason :.
ccmpialn about an adverhsement. send ori
for a copy o{ our free lea{let.

It wrll tell you all you need ro knoq, ro

.ol
ASA Lrd, Dept 1 Brook Hou.5," 

it right'

Tomngtr,.n PIace, London \\,rC1E 7HN
: !rac. Ls donated rn the rnterests of hrgh stanJar,js oi adr ercrsrng
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for returning
covered before.

First of all DAT. It is surely as a
result of pressure by the record
industry that DAT recorders are
still not easily available. It seems to
me that they have shot themselves
in the foot. If we draw the analogy
between analogue audio cassettes
and DAT, we see that once
cassettes caught on and many
people had cassette recorders,
there was a substantial market for
prerecorded audio cassettes. The
overall market is greater because
cassettes can be played in cars.
Last year more cassettes were sold
than vinyl records.

DAT could perhaps have taken
over from the old technology of
ordinary cassettes and expanded
this market further. This was by no
means a foregone conclusion
because the DAT mechanism is
complicated and therefore more
expensive than compact cassette
mechanisms but whatever chance
there was is now much less because
of the record industry's stand.

The question they should have
asked themselves is: 'Would the
industry have made more sales if
the compact cassette had never
been invented?' The evidence
seems to say no.

Go For Gold
Audio fads come and go but one of
the most bizarre has to be the idea
of using gold plated mains plugs. Hi-
fi equipment actually runs on DC
and contains transformers,
rectifiers and so on to produce this
DC. The active circuits cannot tell
how the DC came to be there,
whether it comes from batteries,
240V mains or whatever

The only time when the means of
generating the DC matters is when
the method is inadequate and the
power supply is disturbed in some
way.

So, if the mains plug makes good
contact with the socket and does
not arc and spark and generate
interference it does not matter
what the mains plug is made oi.

I am sure that the idea of gold
plated mains plugs will continue
regardless of what I say and I am
waiting for some opinions to be
expressed as to what sort of coal
burnt at the power station
produces the most suitable elec-
tricity for hi-fi.

Distortion
We should not lose sight of the fact
that the raison d'etre of hi-fi is to
listen to music, so a consideration
of the characteristics of musical

56

sounds will give a useful perspec-
tive. Although hifi amplifiers are
frequently tested wiih a sinusoidal
input, most musical instruments
produce a very different waveform.

For first hand evidence of this,
compare the sound of a tuning fork
which is an almost pure sinewave
with that of a guitar. Alternatively,
display the waveform from an
electric guitar pickup on an

O *';:l#YL1i; J'il 
"' ""H:"J

sensor on the end of about ten feet
of thin cable).

The extemal sensor can handle
-40'C to 50'C which should cope
with most extremes of the British
climate and the internal one is
happy between -5'C and 50.C. If
these are exceeded, suspect your
central heating! Under and over
temperature displays are given out-
side these ranges.

The external sensor is equipped
with a little spring clip which can be
screwed to a wall to mount the
probe about an inch from the brick-
work. Just what the native wildlife
will make of such a tempting treat if
it is within reach is another matter,
but still.

The back of the main case has a
mounting to hang it on the wall
inside and it appears to be suitably
shock, splash and anything elsl
resistant to be mounted anywhere
within reason.

Each display clearly gives its
current temperature (updated
every ten seconds) in llin high LCD
numerals. A switch on the back
allows you to pick Celsius or
Fahrenheit.

Four soggy rubber type buttons
on the front allow the maximum or
mtnlmum temperature reached
since the beast was last reset to be
dispiayed - independently for
each display. Either of the minimum
and maximum memories can also
be reset to the current temperature
with these too.

Maplin quote an accuracy of
about ll'C for this thermometer.
Given its resolution is 0.1"C, this
isn't too hot (if you'll excuse the
pun). The situation is made worse
by the two entirely separate
modules which go to make up this
thermometer. Each display shares
only a couple of switches. That,s all.
Even the two HP7 batteries used
are for a module each.

The calibration of each module is
almost bound to be different, so
somewhat misleading readings
anse.

Leave the thermometer sitting
right next to its'external'probe and
you can end up with two different
readings. The review model was
about 1'C out in this respect.

However, you may be luckier
and have two more closely
matched modules. It should be
possible to calibrate the modules
yourself by altering the sensor
resistor but no instructions are
given for this and at best it would be
a fiddly job.

Nevertheless, considering a
decent mercury-in-glass min/max
thermometer (with only one
'sensor') costs about ten quid, the
Maplin model is pretty good value

ETI ]ULY 1988

oscilloscope.
The waveform from the bass

strings appears to contain almost
as much third harmonic as funda-
mental. Normally, however, the
wavelorm is approximately
symmetrical about the zero axis,
which means that there is little even
harmonic content. A closer
examination of the waveform will
reveal little trace of harmonics
above the third, so that the note
consists mainly of fundamental and
third harmonic, with a trace of fifth
and higher orders.

This result conforms to common
sense. After all, there is no reason
for the string to vibrate assym-
metrically, which is what would be
required to produce even order
harmonics. Equally, it is unlikely to
support high order harmonic
vibrations. School physics experi-
ments show that it is difficult to
make a string behave in this way.

All this suggests that an amplifier
with a low level of distortion, of
such a nature as to produce mainly
third harmonic distortion, will
change the character of musical
notes only a little. On the other
hand an amplifier with the same
overall level of harmonic distortion
but producing significant amounts
of higher order harmonics, will
change the character of the sound
rather more.

A gentle bend in the amplitude
response of an amplifier will
produce low order harmonics,
while an abrupt glitch will produce
high order ones as well. The actual
amplitude of the harmonics will
depend on the total extent to which
the response is non-linear (whether
the nonlinearity is gentle or sharp).

This may be a reason for the pre-
ference for power MOSFETs in hi{i
amplifiers, rather than bipolar tran-
sistors. A trace of crossover dis-
tortion in a bipolar output stage will
generate high order harmonics -sth, 7th, etc, while the same
amount of distortion in a MOSFET
amplifier will concentrate the
harmonic energy in the third
harmonic.

Of course, in an ideal world no
amplifier would have any distortion
at all, so the question would not
anse.

Andrew Armstrong

horn with a digital clock in it and I'll
demand it doubles as a bedside
radio into the bargain. If I were let
loose in Hong Kong I'd be broke in
about three hours.

However, not all 'gadgets'are as
silly as a timetelling shoehorn.
Maplin seems to be heavily into
temperature measurement these
days. As well as the temperature
modules reviewed last month.
Maplin has a nifty range of fully
fledged thermometers as well.

These are all based on the tem-
peratur€ modules (or close
relatives, at least) but put into nice
plastic cases with a battery
compartment and all the right
buttons on the front in a way which
the humble hobbyist can't manage.

This means the thermometers
cannot be used for control applica-
tions (not without hacking apart the
nice case anyway) but they are ideal
for telling you how hot (or cold) it is,
which is what you really wanted to
know anyway, wasn't it.

The two thermometers looked at
here are based on the min/max
temperature module (and not the
one with a clock buili-in).

The names get very confusing
with all these variations on a theme
so I'm going to call the model you'll
find in the Maplin catalogue as
YP16S 'the big one' and a new
model you won't find there (but
orderable as YP95D) 'the little one,.
The big one's bigger than the little
one - clever huh? First the big one.

This is a handsome brute which
you'll be pleased to know has just
come down in price to t14.95. It
measures about 7x7xs/atn and has
two displays, one for indoors (using
a sensor inside the case) and one
for the wide blue yonder (using a
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Programmable Logic Hand-
book by Geoff Bostock.
Collins Professional Books
825.

Wli"*:',ffiIf ,Ifi"J:";
for €slabillion and rising still, it is sur-
prising that no comprehensive
manual and relerence work exists
to help your poor humble design
engineer get to grips with the
situation. Could this be it?

This work of some 240 pages
bravely attempts the almost im-
possible - to be exhaustive yet
concise, to cover the whole sphere
oI programmable logic from celL

architecture and history via logic
principles to examples of complete
designs of some sophistication,

I cannot, with as much
pessimism as I can muster, say that
it has wholly failed.

For someone in my professional
position (the experienced
occasional user of PLD) it is a
worthwhile reference work but one
which I would get my boss to pay
for rather than buy for myself.

The early chapters look at semi-
conductors in general and the
principles of logic, examining the
currently available architectures in
some detail. He continues wrth
design methods and programmable
logic applications.

Mr Bostock has indeed brought
together under one cover a wealth
of information but I feelthat there is
little present in this work which is
not fairly readily available in the
many excellent PLD manufac'
turers' support manuals

On the positive side. I do think
that the Programmoble Logic
Hondbook could serve a useful
purpose as a bench book for final
year undergraduate project work,
where it could well stimulate
enquiry into PLD among new-
comers with access ro more
detailed background inf ormarion

and of course it's dead
mpressive!

Maplin's'small' thermometer is a

:lew model hot off the Taiwanese
, or wherever) factory conveyor
relt.

This is a much smaller unit,
:neasuring about 4x2lz\fzin. The
:ig thermometer has a lot of spare
s;ace in it but this model is more
;c,ueezed into its case. A wall
:rounted slide-in holder is provided
:nd a fold out stand.

The small model provides the
-::-'ne temperature ranges and the
:.1!ne accuracy. Just one display
r;in again) is used with a switch on

---.e front to select readings from the
:.:ernal or the extemal sensor. The
-:x:ernal probe is again on the end
:: about ten foot of cable and has a

=:ing clip mount
A small size (AAA) battery is

.ed in this model. It takes up less
---om but these are less easy to buy
.::c more expensive than their
,-ger HP7 cousins. However, as

-e battery lasts about a year, this
.-.-.: really a problem.

ihree rubbery switches are pro-
."ced on the front panel and these

-: used in the same way as the
z:ger unit to display and reset the
-;-r:mum and minimum memories.

Tre only hitch with just the one
-=:.c€rature module using two

-:.bes is that the minimum and
-axlmum memories can only
-::ard ihe extremes from the
:::---e currently switched into
::::u You cannot,say, displaythe
r--=de temperature while recording
--t :utsicie minimum or maximum.

-tother slight niggle is the
:r::sion of a "C/"F switch. ['m sure
-e :nodule makes provision for
:r= irhe LCD display certainly
r:esr so it would be nice to see one
:': -ded if, like me, you are still in
:€ :erK ages when it comes to the
u*--ier forecast.

l::,enrise this is a nifty little unit
r-': .,.eLl worth the E12.95 Maplin
--a.ds,
Haplin Electronic Supplies, PO
3or 3. Rayleigh, 556 8LR. Tel:
qn:02) 552911.

l'{al<:olrrr Brown
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Mike Barwise

I

WHffiM
meant to be used specifically by
selected groups of users - c/osed
user groups if you want to give
them a name - in which each
member of the group needs to be in
frequent contact with other
members and the group's base.

Now, this doesn't have to be on
the old 405-line television fre-
quencies of Band III. There are
already about 400,000 PMR users
who operate at a number of other
frequencies through the electro-
magnetic spectrum. It just happens
that Band lll, which was in use for
TV until 1987, is now free. Further,
technology has advanced some-
*hat recently and by borrowing a
few of the tricks from cellular radio
systems, PMR at Band III offers sig-
nificantly improved f6atures,
faciiities, performance and quality
ouer PMR of the past.

In the past PMR has suffered
drasticallg through a shortage ofair
space and was (and still is) often
congestd, mainly because fixed
channels are allocated to particular
equipment and if an allocated
channel is busy because someone
eise is using it then your equipment
can't Cellular techniques of
random allocations of channels as
and when required give significant
improvements in air space
efficiency For example, if one
channel is busy, your equipment
tres on another channel. If that's
busy. too, the equipment tries
another channel and so on. It's
these efficiency improvements
which give Band III PMR its main
advantage over older PMR
systems

Is this any advantage over
cellular telephones? Well, it
depends what you want. A cellular
telephone in every one of your
company's fleet of cars willgive you
every bit as good inter-staff com-
munications of course. Nobody's
denying that. What it will also give
you, however, is an extremely large
telephone bill. With cellular tele-
phones, as well as phoning the
office your staff can phone home,
phone the bookies, phone the take-
away, phone the boyfriend/
girlfriend, phone Auntie Ethel in
Australia and Uncle Tom Cobbley
and all. If you don't think that's true
of your staff, some research under-
taken by Philips has shown the
average customer call charge is
over f500 per annum - and do you

Iirst offspring of the second-
generation of cellphones (that is
pan-European digital cellular
devices) look set to be up and
running shortly. The ECR 900
consortium of by AEG, Alcatel and
Nokia - three big European names
in cellular equipment - has hinted
that orders will probably be placed
by the end of 1988 across the
continent, including UK.

The system is scheduled for
start-up by the early part of the next
decade and will allow mobile users
to roam anywhere in Europe, still
able to make and receive calls. The
digital aspect of the system will
mean higher speech quality, good
data communications facilities,
greater air space and (so I am led to
believe) lower cost. I will wait to
have this latter feature qualified.

s first prosecution for
industrial espionage phone bugging
occurred a little while back. With-
out going into too much detail,
Dixon's, the high street retail
organisation, hired a private
detective to spy on former
employees who left to go to work
for rival firm, Comet. The private
detective did what, I suspect, most
private detectives would do in the
circumstances and bugged their
private phones. Unfortunately for
him, he got caught and is now
serving his time to prove it.

Industrial espionage aside, which
can and does occur, the case has
caused concern at the Home
Office. The judge stated that
although the tapping of telephone
lines is against the law, there seems
to be no Act which makes listening
in to cellular telephone conversa-
tions illegal. He is also reported to
have said that companies were per-
fectly entitled to engage in indus-
trial espionage - including elec-
tronic eavesdropping - as long as
phone lines aren't tapped in the
process!

One presumes the judge knows
his law. I imagine the department at
the Home Office which looks after
this is now in a bit of a tiz.

Keith Brindley
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PCB TOIL PA

The Bar Code Lock pre.fin:p b$aril

The Logic Probe PCB foi! Ernttern

The exarr,ple Llar r.t*de
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The Bar Code l-ock main board
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The Analogue Compr-rter power supply board
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The updated FM Tuner Decoder board
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The Bell Boy foil pattern
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EEG Monitor (September 1987)
ln Fig 3a the pins of lC1 connected to the
power ra ls are shown swapped around. ln
Fig.4a R7 is unlabelled and is between C3
and C6 ln Fig 5 C20 should be 110 and R 18
is unlabelled. lt lies between R17 and Fl19.

ETI Concept (October 1987)
The Power Board parts list wrongly lists R6 as
270R. This should be 220k. Also, note that the
power board's 0V rail must not be connected
to Earth or the 0V rail of the CpU board.

Prinler Bufler (November 1987)
The software for the EPROM had ihree
errors listed. The byte at 0394 should read
20, at 0398 14 and at 0492 30 All numbers
are in Hex.

Dream Machine (December 1987)
The transistors used in this project are
ST1702. BCl08s can be substituted.

Heating Management System
(December 1987)
A 4116 is not a suitable alternative to the 6116
specified. A 4016 RAM chip will suffice. In Fig. 1

the junciion of R1/D5 should connect to
D1-4/C1 and not cross. The zener diodes above
the temperature sensor ICs (IC16-19) should be
deleted. C4 should be 220n and not 220p. C7-10
should be 10pr. Q2-7 should be 2N3904 and not
BC3904.

RGB Auto-Dissolve (January 1988)
ln Fig. 5 there are marked two D6's. The
right hand one should be D5 (they are both
1 N4148's anyway). ln the text the reference
to zener diode D5 should read zener diode
zDl.

PASSIVE INFRA-RED ALARM
(January 1988)
Fig. 2(a) shows the base of Q1 connected to
ground and to 814. lt should be connected
only to R14.

Clean Up Campaign (January 1988)
In the component overlay (Fig. 3) ZDI is
incorrectly orientated. The positive terminal
should be lhe soulhern end.

Trmsistor Tester (February 1!88)
The foil pattern for the main board was prlnree
reversed left-right on the foil pages,

Spectrum Co-processor (March 1988)
Mogul Electronics, given in the Buylines as
suppliers of the RAM chips, have moved to: Unr:
11, Vestry Estate, Sevenoaks TN14 5EU Te,:
(0732) 747847.

ETI PCB
SERVI ffi

E8804-1 Spectrum Co-processor lnterface
Board N.........f13.10

E88O4-2 Combo-lock .. E............ t3.25
E8804-3 Kitchen Timer E ............ f3.25

f 10.60
f 13.10
f4.oo

E8805-4 Dynamic Noise Reduction .................. E f3.25
E8806-1 Universaldigit panel meter L ............ f8.80
E8806-2 Universal bar graph panel meter K ........... t7.20
E8806-3 Virtuoso power amp board ................. N
E8806-4 Virtuoso AOT board ......... G

f1 3.1 0

E8806-5 Metal detector .............. .... E ............ t3.25
E8806-6 Bicycle dvnamo backup ... D ........... f2.50
E8807-1 Bar Code Lock l2 Ms) .,............................. N ... f 13.10

E8805-1 Virtuoso 2U PSU ............ M
E8805-2 Virtuoso 3U PSU ............. N
E8805-3 Bicycle Speedometer .......................... F

E88O7-2 Analogrre Computer Power Board L .............. f8.80
E8807-3 Bel! tscr ... F
E88O74ls't Class Logic Probe ......... C
E8807-5 Updared FM stereo decoder .................... J
E8807-6 Brea'th Bate display board ........................ F

............,. f4.oo

.............. f 1.80

.............. f6.25

.............. f4.oo
A cc'rp,ete list of all boards (back to ETI 1gB1) is

ai,ailable on receipt of a large SAE.
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ET! READERS' SERVTCES DEPARTMENT
Argus Specidist Publications Ltd.
9_ 

HaJl E9td, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts Hf2 7BH

Please supptF

No. required Board reference
per t),Pe number

Price each Totalfor
board type

Price
letter

I

I

I

I

I

I

E

E

E

E

r pt pr pr pr pr pr pr p

POST,ACE & PACKINC

TOTAL ENCLOSED

f
f

0.75 p

.p

Dynamic Noise Reduction (May 198E
The LM1894 is no longer availab]e froir, r:.e
sources listed but it can be obtained =c-_lhe author. Please address orders to IIa::._
lIehra, 88 Gleneagle Road, Strea:1a,.:,
London SW16 6AF.

QL Ou (Tech Tips lv{ay'-93S
Several th the diagran: .'c: ::.:s
cre. A5 AS - that !s. accress
s:robe. Pins 22 and 24 shoulc :e ::,-..
::ected to +5V and the junction oi ::e c:_-
:esistor and diode connecrec lo \PA ::
-.-:e QL.

ORDER TO BE SENT TO: (BLOCK CAPS PTEASE)

\ame

Address

Postcode

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I (""0" cheques payabte to ASp Ltd)
I ACCESS and VISA credit card orders can be taken on (0442) 41221| (office hours only).

ETI ]ULY 1988
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FREE REA ERS' ADS
Buy, sell or exchange through our free service to readers

ludins lhe eddrccs rnd/nr lelenhana

t on a commercial basr.. on lhis form ot a photocopy, \ Ia Ads will be inserted as and w,hen space permtts. lnsertton tn a spect
f "r",""r."J 

"- - form to:
I . ETI ,"r.ru", the right to alter or refuse ads rvhenever this is iudted ADERS' ADS
I a All ads are accepted in Bood faith. Neither the magazine nor irs pub iCS TOday lntefnatiOnal
I responsible for any errors in the reproduction of ads, nor for untruths or n SqUafe
I nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents. WlR 3AB

I 
n shall be deemed to have accePted these Enter your advertisement below

I
I
I
I
IIIIIIIII IEIEEEEIIIIII

1988

WILL EXCHANGE your components, publications with
photographs, recordings, craftwork or whatever you
Jgeuire from Nigeria. Bala Turundu, Box 29, Kaduna,
Nigeria.

WANTED instructions for Midland Ross
used on BBC micro. Mrs Doris, 212
Dronfield, Sheffield, S18 sYP.
OAP needs chart-recorder. Repairable

Cambion units
Stubley Lane,

would do. Tel:
Truro (0872) 573574.

g BBC computer for spares and
Oric MCP40 printer/plotter. Tel:

ALTOBASS meaty audio amplifiers. KT88 push-pull
output. Secondhand, used. Four available. Tel: Charlie
(0909) 733580. L20. Each ONO.
3OOW PROFESSIONAL POWER AMP MOSFET
CP600 0295. Stereo 15 band graphic equaliser €150. Tel:
(0743) 240226 after 7.00pm.

LASERS 10mW Spirographic with control desk as new

WANTED central electronics transmitters multiphase
100V working or damaged for use in restoration of damaged
museum moded. Phone Bashford 01-377 3301.GOTADEAD dtimebase
unit to adapt my 1-8991575.ENTERPRISE Also con-

7259.

rr_espond with someone about practicaland
. Contact Hasan Ozer, 100 YilSitesi ,145\5,
Turkey.

SONY W VIDEO equipment plus small
studio d videos with monitor plus all
manual ) 621505.
ADVANCE 85B IBM compatible, 2 floppies, 256K
memory, latest EPROMS, software and manuals. €275.
ONO. Tel:01-949 7426.

:,,1?"o"Ti';'i:il

90 MINS TIMER Midgley Harmer r-,?1offJ.nun,.ur-
electrical. 250V. 50H2. Single-pole 18 amps. New 04.50.
Priestley, 6 Lynden Avenue, Shipley, W. Yorks BD18 1HF.
(0274) 593382.
WANTED VERY ORS inanycondi-
tions. Types and Andrew Wylie, 5
Lyncroft Gardens,
OSCLLOSCOPE, CROTECH 3132 dual type trace
20MHz, with probes, manual, etc. Condition as new. f180.
Tel: Bristol 637382.
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01-437 0699 Ert 291
Send your requirements to:
Heather Wust. ETI Classified Department,
ASP Ltd.. 1 Golden Square, London W1 R 3AB.

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -

I
I

I

I

I

t

.-a',--^: 3r & Guilds)

G C E =... C O ard 'A levet subiecrs

I
I

I

I

!

ttG$ P. Code

ELECTRONIC PLANS, taser:esigns, solar and wind

TEIGIIBOURIIOOD WATff
BUNGUR A1IRT D.I.Y. !(IT

will offer a professional
system at a Dly price

Ham mini beam 10, 15, 20
metres Parts integrated
circuits, transistors, diodes,

valves, resistors, etc
Service Manual and parts for

Spectrum and Amstrad
Send a 8" x 5" SAE for list.

M.J. SEAWARD
(Mail Order)

^Dept. (ET), St. Otafs Road,
Stratton, Nr. Bude, Cornwail.

Telephone; 0288 4892

UR INTERESTS PAY!

Radio, Audio
and TV Seryicing

Exam (City & Gutlds) tr

without obligation or Telephone us on
REF: ETI/6/88 06267 79398 FT

NAME tr City & Guilds
Exam 271

tr Radio Amateur
Licence

tr Micro-
processor

tr lntroduclion to
Television

& Telecommunicalions S<Jrotii
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon. TO14 gUN

PROMs-EPROMS-PALS
ANY PROGRAMMABLE IC SUPPLIED

OR BLOWN
Typical prices (excluding VAT)

(Data Entry P&P extra)
2716t420 ..2732L385
27641285 ..2712At440

BIPOI-AR PROMS lrom e1.35
e g 82S123, 185030, 745288
PALS, PLDS elc. ,rom C3.26
e g 82S153, 16L8, EP3'10

Full design and prototyping service
Any quantily programmed - SAE or

phone for details
P nlral Road.

Worce urrey, KT4 BHZ.
330 6540

Have you planned
your Autumn
advertising?
Ring Heather
Wust Today

o1-437 0699

Audio Mixer Kits ..'m -.
Studios, broadca= tr -= :€. -+

copying,chJr;^- !J-r s e
PriGf|.m cm fa-:z

Send I 8a '.n u{!t w =K.Tek,PO Bor'l2A Sm
Surrey KT6 6H\ Ts: :' 35E ?g+a

Address

VOICEiSOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to follow dia-
;'=-: ard Lises on y t1 00. Com-
: - -:-:s and P.C.B s avatlable:
Herringlon, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

ESrmil
ElECIROTICS

LEADING MANUFACTURERS
AND SUPPLIERS OF
SURVEILLANCE AND

SECURITY EOUIPMENT.

MINIATURE TRANSMITTERS,
TELEPHONE MONITORING
EOUIPMENT, AND MANY

OTHERS.

Send stamped addressed
envelope for your free

catalogue to:
172 Caledonian Road,

London N1 OSG.

Telephone 

-t
01-zi$-1768[g]

f rade Enquiries Weocome

FROM DINKYT/.E:-I: j-l V.rS.:'.:
WOOFERS

THEY Aa: l_ \ -,_: _:- -lLLIJSTrl-:: ::- j-:,: _: _-:
ouA_-. 3.:a:f! :.\i

ALLE>:--:: ::\ _._t.
O]\Lr :-qE

lRelu.+a:.+ 3iar; -- :r:*'
FaS}---J gr''=

STRACHAh E;=C'?'TCS ETC)STRACHAIr ;. =C-=CIIIIGS ETC)
9 Croall Pta Edrnou:or Eii-7 rlLT.

comPUTER SY-:=,: -r: _:-: _t--..:s

pJN plu 6 or 7 pin .. ... ZS|
i?,H r'Jr?t?1,,"*.r r---e-.-.are:-,.==-.,,8oti

T-systems Ltd.
The Signal Cabin. 61 High Str*t Orp*re:m. Kffi BR6 OJF

* ACCESS Card sales a@s:=: :- -= :Fie= -_:- - a

Grundig lnfra-Red Remote Control
"VlF-K1 " consists of transmilter TpV3S5
and \,/lF-E1 brand new & boxed

f4 99 p&p f2
vlF-E1 ... .. ............ f9.99 for 1 0 p&; f3
Video r) wilh
head 2 each
2 x 4 Seruo.
Video goard,
Modu
Remcte Cor:.cts t.fra,red & Sonic
sL,l.5lE 'a' -sr *rtr Fe-guson, JVC,
Pt' I cs S.". G.undrq, AU -

f1 9.95 each p&p f1
S JFPLUS srocK wANTEb

Stan Willets (ETl), 37 Hish St.,W Bromwich, W. Midlands 870 6pB.



PROGRESSIVE RADIO
67193 Dale Slreel Tel: 05, 236 0154

47 Whltechapel. Tel:051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
, 
TH E E LE CTRO N ICS SPEC/ELlSTS'

Open: Tues.Sat I 30-5 30

FOR COMPONENTS
LOTS OF NEW DEVISES

LOTS OF LOWER PRICES
Phone tor our calalogue:

0'l 452 0161/45O 0995 Teler: 914 977
40 Cricklewood groadway,

London NW2 3ET-

Classified advertising
could work for you.
Ring Heather Wust
Today to discuss

your plans.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS ANO KITS

-.-.-,
HJl-^J \

STATION ROAO, CULLERCOATS,
NORTH SHIELOS, TYNE & WEAR NE3O 4PO

091 2sl 4363
New 1988 Caratooue now MON-SAT 9.30 to 5.30
avatlabte e1.85 t;ct DEn CLOSEO THURS.

O.E.M.'s Clearing B.S. 9.OOO
quality parts, examples:

LED'S axial green 5p
5mm 7p
Surface mount,3 colour 18p
0l\4OS transistors BFP 15N051 f1 00

6L f1,2s
MJ10012 10a 500v Darling(on f2,50
Ll\,1324 259
For sudace mount and ordinary lcgs, tans- Iomets,

swilches, you name 11, oua hoe cataloguo has i?

Tel: Galvarov Ltd. 0241 70172

SUMMEBTIME GIVEAWAY. . .

100 piece assortment +
datapack... resistors, presets &
wirewounds RETURN
ADVERT + 50p COIN (P&P) . . .

to KIA-8, Cunliffe Road, llkley
LS29, 10-30 & 60 watt amplifiers
05.

CASSETTE MOTORS large and
small 2 for C1 .00. Mon-o and
stereo cassette tape heads. 2 for
€1.00. Microphone small for
cass. tel. etc. 2 for 11 .00. Tele-
phone buzzers at f2.50 each.
Please add 75p p&p no VAT.
Access card accepted. Golden
Orange Supplies, Brockhol-
lands Road, Woodside, Bream,
Lydney, Glos. Tel:0594 563009.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
Most Makes, Models, Types, Audio, lvlusic
Systems, Colour. lvlono Televrsions,
Amateur Radio, Test Equipment, Vintage

etc f3 50 plus LSAE
State Make/Model/Type wilh order

Full Wotkshop Manual prices on
request with LSAE.

MAURITRON (ETI),
I Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor,

Oxloidshire, OX9 4OY

PCB'S; ARTWORK; Single/Double
sided, one off or multiples; drilled,
tinplated Also Avo repairs Profes-

sional quality; competitive rates
SAE for details

Dene Electronic Seruices,
1 7 Coniston Avenue, West

Jesmond. Newcastle NE2 3EY.

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and
service centre Cedar Electronics,
Unrt 12 Station Drive, Bredon,
Tewkesbury Glos Tel 0684
73127

TO ADVERTISE
CALL HEATHER WUST

oN 01-437 0699

Turn your surplus
transistors, lC's etc , into

cash. lmmediate settlgment.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance
Contact:' COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

ESTABLISHED OVER 1O YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188

Fax Number:0945 588844

IDEAS/l NVENTI ONSwanted
Call I S C 01 434 1272 or write,
Dept ASP 99 Regent St, London

EIECTRO]IICS
TECH]IICIAN

We are a small telecommunications
company looking for a self-motivated
person who can utilise their initiative

in a variety of interesting work
Formal qualifications are desirable,
however all candidates in the age
22-30 with good knowledge of
eleclrcnics and experience will be
considered. The position offers a good

salary and all usual benefits.
Contact: M.C. Biggs

on 0322 441 933

S.H. COMPONENTS presents
18 pages of very competitive-
ly priced semi-conductors,
switches, optoelectronics, etc.
plus sample, send 85p to: 17
Beeley Road, Grimsby, S.
Humberside.

THE SCIEI{TIFIC WIRE COMPAilY
81 I Forslt Road, London E17.

Telsphone01.531 1568
ENAMELLEO COPPEE WIRE

SWG 1lb 8oz 4oz 2oz
8t034 363 209 110 088

35t039 382 231 121 093
40to 43 6 00 3 20 225 I 6l
44to 47 8 67 5 80 3 49 215
48 1596 958 638 369

SITVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14t030 1010 520 293 197

TINNEO COPPEB WRE
141030 397 241 I 39 094

Po$ Free Please add V A T et 15%

orders under t3 00 add 5h
SAE for ist oi copper and reslstance w re

Dealer enquirles welcome

ADUERIISERS

P1EASE ]IOIE
IHAT ADUERIISIf,G
RAIES ARE SUB.IECI

IO REVIEIT FROil
IHE SEPIETBER

lssuE.

PRTNTED CIRCUIT BOARDS At
very competitive rates: 4 pence
pei square centimete (less lor
brders of 10 plus) 1 offs; 100 offs.
Enquiries: Watling Wires, 52
Watling Street, Nuneaton,
WarwiCkshire, CV11 6JL.
Telephone (0203) 382296.

I.P.G. ElECTROTIGS
Resaslo6 yrw 5% carbon El2 1T 1% m€tal Im E243P)
nesislor Pack 85 dilferenl E12 volv€s plus ohm link,
total content ol resistor 1,000 f8 95
LED's Red/Green 3/5mm 6p €ech; Y€llow 'l 1p each
csbloTiesT5mm 1p @. f5.95/1,000; f49 50/10,000
Power TransistorsT/T 35C, T|P36C 100v, 25ATOP3,
Plastic case f1 56 each
1o0db Plezo Buaer fl 50j Standard Buzzer 80p
Solar cells 0 45v loomA f'l 48: 70OmA f3 50
Stepping moror4phase 12v7 5 step soohms f8 95
Saa 1027 Stepping molor drive chip f3 95
I\,,liniature small Transistor kits 10o'1081, high quality
$ und ideal lor mrdless microphonos or g u itars etc f7 48
Metal Latch Key XLR lin6 glug fl 35;
Line Sockel f1 48
FericChloridepsckformiringwithTrliuewaterfl 40
Flux cord $lder 5@g reelf4 95
Automatic Sque€.e adion wire skipper f3 45
SPECIAL OFFEBS
Computer grade capachors with $rew lerminals
58,000 o{6Ov f4;47,000 ol 63vfl 50;38,000 of 2Ov
fl 95; 87,000 ol 10v fl 50
Stereo LW/MW,/FM luner, pre-amp mmplele with
volume/lone mntrol and tuning sle Brand new rn
mekers box f5 95; Faulty fl 95
Circuit diagram, de$ription and sefling up pr@edure
for tun6r ass€mbl€ de*ribed above 50p
LCD display 16 diqh 7x5 dots malrir f2 50
Owerty kryboard 58 ley uncasd Sod qualrty *itch6 15
CM0S TTL74 MC 74F lineartransistor kits, €Ecitors,
resistors, tools stc €lwaF in Sock

Pleese add75D+D net otdet VAI inc.
J P.c ELECTRONICS, 276 Ch.l.worth Fo.d,

A@e!5 ordora

Micro Transmitter Kit .............. f 3.95
Long Fange, Tuneable 80-1lsMHz, Sensitive
lvlicrophone
Telephone Monitor Kit .......... f14.95
Automalically records all incoming 6nd oulgoing
calls, conn6ds between telephone line and
cassete recorder iNot BT approvedl

Please add 6Op p&p pet order.
Cheques/PO's lo:

OUANTEK ELECTROITIICS LTD.
(Dopi ETll, Thoatro Hou$,

45A Station Road, Nodhrield,
Birmingham B31 3TE.

cDcenue.

At last, an affordable PCB de-
sign tool for your Amstrad PC

Plotting service available
Send SAE for further details,

or f2lor demo disk

Labcenter Electronics
14 Marriner's Drive,
Bradford, BDg 4JT.
Tel: 0274 542868
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LINSLEY.HOOD SUPER HIGH OUALITY tIJ 3U -
SYSTEM

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

HART ELECTRONICS are specialrst producers of <irs lo.
designs by JOHN LtNSLEY-HOOD. Atl krls are AppFOVEO
by the designer

LINSLEY-HOOO CASSETTE RECORDER CIRCUITS

isf-

Offer €2.49
....El3.35
mounting.
. .. .. e8.85
.....c3.60
. . .. E46.80
al purpose

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST
CASSETTE TC1

One inexpens ve t6t cassette enables you lo set up VU level,
head aTrnut. dnd tape SpeFd rnval.aote when .ttting new
heads On'y e4.66 plus VAT and 5Oo postage
Tape Head Oe-magne ndy size mains operated unrt
prevents bu ld up ot head magnetisalion causing
noise on playback . _. .......................f4.54
Curved Pole Type for ible heads ....... ....E4.gs
Send lo, tour ltee copy ol out LISTS Oue/sedsp/easesend2
/PCs ro cor er su./ae Posl or b lRCs tot Atrmatt.
Plafi d& r€tl cosl ol @st, p*klng and lnsuarce as ,orrorc
INLAND - 

S
Oroers uD lo C10 50p d sufricient to
Urders 110 to t49 l1
oroJri ouer-iso - rt-so Air Post as .

front-end phase a:.:t ::: ::-: : :

down 1o DC arc ::.-:-___
logetherma."a -_'-_._ , L'-,
lhe high-pncea a,:- :: I -:-

Complete Stereo Becord/Play Krt
VU Meters to surt . ..
Repnnts of oilginal Artlcles
B60X Stereo Mic Amplifier

tuner and stero deca::-
TODAY INTERNATIONAI
receiver described - i. -: :
cased to match c,- r_:,: :
features in the FM s:.' ._ :

remarns eas!:a:
selectable ban:r
Long and Mea --
of split proc.:- -
listen ng 1l,e- -- :
are se eclea :. -_

luner is na::_:::
value for -:_:
availab'e s '- :
mode r, __ :- -
our fL

Our very latest kit fo' :-. : :
sound and an exot c 'a:t' --
Linsley-Hood A cor. -: : -

r55 67
t1 30 no VAT

LINSLEY HOOD 3OO SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS
Superb integrated amplifier kits derived from John Linsley
Hoods artrcles ln 'HiFi News.
Ultra easy assembly qua e
the most discernlng ot a c
sound system if qual the e
and save pounds ofl ent

!_(!qg 3! 3! Watt. Drscount oflce lor Comprele Kir . f98.79
K300 45. 45 Wall. Dtscounl prrce for Comp,ere Krr fl02.36
RLH4&5. Beprints of Ongtnat A(rcles lrom Hi-Fr News

e33 70
!2,30 each

75p no VAT
98.70

f,1 05 no VAT

Pgrsonal callers are always very welcorrre :-:
please nole that we are closed 

-all 
dav Sa:-.:a 

"

2inr SALES LINE ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
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THE BENCHMARK BOOK COMPANY
KEY TECHNIQUES FOR CIRCUIT DESIGN
G C LOVEDAY
A new book on the design of electronic hardware. The flrrst in a
uilque
dealing
target s

such as

the use

Essentially non-mathematical with numerous worked design
examples and reader exercises - all with model solutions.
A must for anyone wishing to do their own electronic design.
ISBN I 871047 00 5 Pbk l28pp price d6.95 + 60p p&p.

Order a copy from your local bookseller or direct from us:
THE BENCHMARK BOOK COMPANY

59 Waylands, Swanley, Kent BR8 8TN

'T'h" second part of this once-in-a-lifetime competition is a 
,Spot-

I the-satellite' puzzle. Study the picture below and mark with a
cross your estimate of the exact position of the missing satellite,s
transponder aerial. Of course, the satellite is a little lower in this
picture than it would normally be! Mark just one cross then cut out

!

t.--
I

I

the whole coupon and send it stapled to last month's coupon to:
ETI Reach For The Sky Competition, 1 Golden Square, London
W1R 3AB.
Readers who missed part one of this competition can obtain a valid
part 1 coupon by sending a SAE to ETI at this address.

' -'' --i::- - :.--;:f '--
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NEW FROM SAGE AUDIO fltonEsf posstotE
fEcHillcal

l,ron"roonl PEnFonNAtcE

I ,50v to ir5v ,
Following the succ.ess of the original SUpERMO.S we now launch a higher
powered version with many new exclusive sound improvements not availible
on any other amplifier, kit, board, module, or ready hade.

FEATURES:-
r Highly etficient distortionless PURE C|ASS A

lhroughout (low heat generation)
'o 

Top audiophile components inc best SMD's
o Exclusively made matched custom semiconductors,
r Minimal capacitor design (without DC servos)
r PSU sound colouration eliminated
r Advanced PSU feedlorward ripple elimination includi

internally separately regulated voltage AND current I
ALL stages using SAGE Super-Supply circuitry

. Total reactance (dilficult speaker) drive capable

SIZE 240 x 1O0 x lOOmm
THD 0.0001%, Slewrate 685/us, l3bd 0.EHz-3SOkHz, 0/p Crrnent gOamps,
Damping lactor 940, transient power (2ohms) upto 1 800W max.

.PLUq Byinnovarivetechnicardesignwehaveeliminatedsindividuarsoundcorourationcomponents
lound in all other conventional amplifiers.

ELIMINATED -1le^nerresisrors2)Zobetnetworks3)HFpotecompensation4)Fixedbias
Vbe multiplier and temp gen distortions 5) Capacitor sound.

AN E . , . Sage exctusive CLEAN CLlpptNG {not to be oftclippi m reaching the output even when severeiy clipped. itliindivi I stases (Super.supplies) TOTALLY etiminites'iSU ;d
colou

e(e near the
. Uate sheetfi metYlfr 

P,,,;'il:lll9t13trtdl5f t;sitpbt!,iiJiU

COMING SOON rhesAGE'ACnvE pt MIDE.clAss A preamp,THE
definitive match ro the SUPERM0S power ampliliers,

is ad, to
end tl
P f,21.
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See for yourself what all the fuss
is about in the electron ics world.
Enter the ETI Reach For The Sky
competition and the lucky
winner will be able to pick up
multi-channel entertainment,
news and sport on their existing
TV set.

Satellite TV is here now.
Umpteen channels are broad-
cast everyday from a growing
number of satellites positioned
high above the Earth's equator.
Even as you read this more
satellites and more channels are
planned. Everythingyou need to
tap into these broadcasts (in
addition to your conventional
W) can be won in this chance of
a Iifetime competition.

We've joined forces with Pace

- one of the big new names in
satellite TV systems - and estab-
lished dish manufacturer Vivor
to offer a complete system of:

a Pace SR640 satellite receiver.
A superb piece of equipment
capable of receiving all
current channels, with infra-
red remote control and full
39 channel memory

oVivor high performance
90cm dish antenna and
mount

o Ultra low noise LNB

a IRTE Paris low degradation
magnetic polarotor

OAccurate dish actuator to
move from one satellite to
another

o 30m of connecting cable and
the necessary connectors to
enable the whole system to
be set up with nothing more
than common handtools

O [nstallation and operating
instructions

lf you haven'talready read details
of the Pace SR640 receiver (see

ETI April 1988) you'll find its
specification amazing. This is
one of the few satellite receivers
which is truly easy to use. Yet it
maintains a per{ormance which
excites even the most stick-in-
the-mud satel I ite engineer.
With single push button control,
you can alter the satellite,
channel, polarisation, skew, etc,
etc from the armchair in the
Iiving room. Once you've
correctly installed your prize,

the receiver will automatically
tune in all aspects of pro-
grammes, movingthe antenna to
point to up to 12 satellites,
adjusting the polarotor for the
best signal, powering the LNB
and all the other tasks with just
a single push of a button.

We've picked Vivor, a manu-
facturer of high quality antenna
dishes as the supplier of the dish
we're giving away. lt's a 90cm
antenna complete with mount
and actuatorto enable itto swing
across the satellite beltto pointat
any satellite up there, now or in
the future.

The two main parts of the system
are united with an LNB with a

noise figure of less than l.6dB.
Coupled with the low degrada-
tion Paris polaroto; the systems
carrier-to-noise level is kept as

high as possible, enabling the
convenient smaller dish size to
be used but maintaining good
reception.

The competition to win this top-
notch system is in two parts over
two issues of ETl. For Part One
you have to arrange a list of
features of a satellite TV system
in order of importance. Part TWo
is the world's first ever 'spot the
satellite' contest. This month's
half of the competition is on the
page opposite.

1. All entries must be on the
published coupons or on photo-
copies accompanied by the
published tokens.
2. Entry is open to all UK
resident readers of ETI except
employees and their families of
Argus Specialist Publications,
Pace Micro Technology and
Vivor Satel I ite Systems.
3. AII entries must be received
atthe ETI Editorial Offices byJuly
lst 1988.
4. The judges' decision in all
matters is final.
5. All entrants to this com-
petition shall be deemed to have
accepted these rules.



SALES
0702 - 554161

A self-contained alarm system disguised as a video cassette
Gives audible alarm if machine moved or cassette ejected,

Fu/l details in Project Book 24 (XA24B) price 85p

HECl(THOSE UNMARl(ED
capacit0rswiththisversatile, 0w-cost,
piece of test equipment.

Full details in Project Book 23 (XA23A) Pr ce 85p

Asuperb 1 kW Mo$et ampliiier, a maior new source in soundl
Full details in Project Book 26 (XA26D) Price 85p,
This prolect is made up from 4 kits.

ROTECT YOUR UHS UIDEO PLAYER

giving 1 50W of incredibte
powerl High reliability

and pedormance

@ustcruDooRBELL

tllIrTH THIS UHS UIDE0 ALARM PR0JECT!

a

()SFET AMPLIFIER

Full details

in Best of E & MM

(XH61R) Pricell 00

with 28 tl]nes

and chimes

with seledable

piano to organ

ike sounds.

Note: case and

frontpane not

inkt Forful
detarls see

Prolect Book 1 3

(XA1 3P) Pr ce 85p

RICE
OR DER

CODE

LK57M

KIT P

=z,o

ilcfiqffi'rEteclronics
P.0. Box3, Hayleigh, Essex, 556 BLR.

All tems subjectto availability


